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PREFACE

The Maritime Gas-cooled Reactor (MGCR) Program was initiated on

February 17, 1958, under Contract AT(Oi--3)-187 between the U. S. Atomic

Energy Commission-Maritime Administration and General Dynamics Corporation.

The over-all project responsibility is assigned to the General Atomic

Division of General Dynamics, and the project is carried out by a staff

of technical personnel assigned from the Corporation's General Atomic and

Electric Boat Divisions. Westinghouse Electric Corporation is subcontractor

to General Dynamics for the development of turbomachinery for the project

and has participated in the project work since August 20, 1958.

The major objective of the MGCR Program is the development of a

nuclear powered marine propulsion system utilizing a high-temperature,

gas-cooled nuclear reactor, closed-cycle gas-turbine power plant.

The power plant is being designed to provide high thermodynamic

efficiency, simplicity of design, with attendant ease of operation, low

maintenance costs, and maximum efficiency of operation over a wide range

of power settings.
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SUMMARY

Reactor Development

The first semi-homogeneous fuel element model was removed from the

Hanford in-pile loop after approximately 1000 hrs. irradiation. Examination

in the General Atomic hot lab has indicated no dimensional changes or dis-

coloration of the model. Some minute cracks were located in the cladding.

The fission products which were detected in the loop during irradiation are

attributed to these cracks. A second semi-homogeneous model is presently

being irradiated, and no fission products have appeared in the loop as yet.

Mock-ups are being built preparatory to a test of a 19-rod heterogeneous

fuel element which is planned to begin on completion of the current test.

Design of the reactor vessel is continuing. The basic concept is the

one chosen in January but design details still remain to be established.

More detailed calculations of fuel element performance are being carried'

out using computer codes to determine the effect of different flux distri-

butions. Calculations are also under way to determine the effect on fuel

element temperature of perturbations on coolant flow. Work is under way to

establish means of analyzing and predicting details of the heat transfer

process in fuel elements. This includes measurement of flow and pressure

profiles in large scale models and heat and mass-transfer experiments. This

program is intended to establish means of predicting fuel element cladding

temperature under any set of operating conditions.

Burst tests of 3/8-in. dia., 0.010-in. thick wall Inconel and Hastelloy X

fuel cladding tubes indicated bursting pressures greater than 300 psi at

1900 F.

It should be noted that the expected internal pressure due to fission

gas release from the fuel bodies is expected to be less than one-third the

above bursting pressures.

Detail design of the reactor core is continuing. Different mechanical

design concepts of the core modules are being analyzed. Temperature in the

moderator is being calculated as a function of variation in coolant bleed

flow. Stresses in the core support grid are being analyzed by machine

computation.

III
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Detail design of the control rod drive mechanism is essentially complete.

Tests have been started with a ball-nut lead screw running unlubricated in

hot helium. No significant wear of the ball-nut device has appeared after

5000 cycles at 300 F. A facility environmental testing of a complete drive

assembly is being constructed.

Fluid Systems and Plant Arrangement

Work is continuing on heat transfer tests for the propulsion plant heat

exchangers. The model heat exchanger which earlier developed leaks at the

tube sheets has been repaired and tests have been resumed.

It has been determined that the heat exchanger tubes can be placed on a

closer pitch which will enable the heat exchangers to be made smaller.

Power plant kinetics calculations included the effect of lead variations

on turbomachine speeds. Step changes in auxiliary power from zero to full

power or vice versa produce changes of approximately 1 per cent in turbine-

compressor speed. The low-pressure turbine bypass control permits output

power to vary from zero to full power within five seconds. The control

system presently planned has been found adequate to handle every contin-

gency of accident or misoperation which have been studied thus far.

Power control by bypassing to the regenerator rather than a heat dump

has been found to be practical. This does away with the heat dump heat

exchanger and makes use of the prompt negative coefficient of the reactor

to reduce reactor power during periods of low power demand.

Rotating Machinery

Assembly of the full size bearing and seal test rig has been completed.

Previous seal tests were run on models which were reduced in size and did

not duplicate all properties of the full size shaft. Conceptual design of

the sealing and lubrication system has been completed and is ready for

development testing in the full size test rig.

Thermodynamic cycle calculations continued with studies of operation at

15000F. The 1300 F cycle machinery can be operated at 1500F without over-

speeding by reblading the high-pressure turbine and increasing the cooling

bleed flow.

Compressor model tests were continued to evaluate the effect of Reynold's

number on stage performance. The expected effect has not occurred and
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efforts are being made to refine the loop instrumentation to permit more

accurate measurements.

The turbine model test loop is being set up and calibrated prior to

testing. Difficulty is being encountered with vibration which is attri-

buted to the coupling. It is expected that the loop will be ready for

testing in July.

Reactor Physics

Approval to operate the MGCR critical facility was received. The

facility has been completed and fuel loading was begun. Initial power

is limited to one watt. Later operation will be at powers up to 500 watts.

Experiments are being carried out in the LRL "Hot Box" facility to

evaluate the resonance absorption of neutrons in u238 at MGCR temperatures.

This information is needed to calculate the reactor temperature coefficient.

The experiments are essentially complete and data are being analyzed.

A series of experiments to determine neutron thermalization and Fermi

age in beryllium oxide was run in the General Atomic linear accelerator.

An important preliminary result of these experiments is that the Fermi

age in BeO is significantly less than that calculated from the age of

beryllium.

Reactor nuclear calculations have been completed for the preliminary

design of the Beryllia Reactor Experiment (BRE). The number of fuel

elements, fuel loading, and flux distribution for four alternate con-

figurations has been determined.

The effect of water flooding on reactivity and the necessary control

rod worths have been calculated.

Nuclear calculations for the MGCR prototype have consisted of studies

of fuel programs to obtain better fuel economy. It was determined that a

3-zone loading program could approach the conditions of uniform burnup,

but this resulted in a fuel cycle cost reduction of only 6 per cent com-

pared to single batch loading.

Calculations of the prototype reactor temperature coefficient of re-

activity indicate a prompt negative coefficient at fuel temperatures to

20000F throughout the core life. There is a delayed positive coefficient

at the end of life due to buildup of Pu2 3 9 .
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Materials Development

An irradiation capsule containing composite fuel bodies of U02 - BeO,

UC-graphite, and UC2 -graphite was discharged from MI'R after exposure to

45000 MWD/T burnup. The capsule is being examined in the General Atomic

hot lab. There was no detectable change in dimensions. Two similar cap-

sules are to remain in MTR to burnups of 56000 MWD/T and 121000 MWD/T, re-

spectively.

In the preparation of fuel bodies for experiments it has been found

that the addition of 1.5 w/o calcium oxide to UO - BeO bodies has resulted

in consistently high densities.

Creep rupture testing of structural materials under MGCR environment

is continuing. Results to data indicate no significant affect of a helium

atmosphere on the properties of Inco 713C, SA302B or type 316 stainless.

Niobium-base alloys, of interest as fuel cladding materials, are hardened

by oxygen and nitrogen impurities in helium.

The first series of tests to determine the self-welding of different

metal pairs in helium has been completed. A second test series is being

prepared.



TENTATIVE MGCR DESIGN DATA

BeO-Moderated Concept

Prototype

Shipboard
Powerplant'
(Mark I)

Power

Power at LPT shaft

Electric power generation

Reactor (thermal)

Net shaft efficiency

Cycle efficiency

32,000 shp

1,000 hp

74.4 Mw

32.1%

33.1%

32,000 shp

1,000 hp

62.7 Mw

34.4%
37.0%

Cycle Conditions

Coolant

Coolant pressure

HPC discharge

LPC suction

Coolant temperature

Reactor inlet

Reactor outlet

Coolant flow (full power)

Helium

1150 psia

442.3 psia

744.1 F

1300 F

104.1 lb/sec

Helium

1150 psia

442.3 psia

866 OF
1500 F

78.3 lb/sec

Reactor Vessel

Inside diameter

Inside height

Reactor Internals

Moderator and reflector

Core (active lattice)

Diameter

Height

Reflector thickness

Fuel

U23 5 loading

Enrichment

U238 loading
Fuel loading

Core life (at full power)

114 in.

17.7 ft.

BeO

6.33 ft.

6.33 ft.

7 in.

16o kg

8.53%

1652 kg

1812 kg

2.71 yrs

114 in.

19.3 ft. max.

BeO

6.37 ft.

6.37 ft.

7 in.

200 kg

10.5%

1700 kg

1900 kg

4.6 yrs

VII



VIII

Prototype

Heat Exchangers

Regenerator

Number

Tube length

Number of tubes

Tube material

Precooler

Number

Tube length

Number of tubes

Tube material

Intercooler

Number

Tube length

Number of tubes

Tube material

2

49.2 ft

2686

Cr-Mo

1

22.6 ft

2746

Cu-Ni

1

23.4 ft

2007

Cu-Ni

Shipboard
Powerplant
(Mark I)

1

46.0 ft

4096

Cr-Mo

1

24.5 ft

1649

Cu- Ni

1

25.7 ft

1160

Cu-Ni

Fuel Elements

Fuel-Body material

Fuel-body cladding material

Maximum cladding temperature
(with hot channel factors)

Number of fuel assemblies

UO2-BeO

Hastelloy X, Inconel
or Type 316L stain-
less steel

1500 F

308

UO2-BeO

Hastelloy X,
Inconel, or
Type 316L
stainless steel

1700OF

308

Control Rods

16

Rare earth -
stainless steel

16

Rare earth -
stainless steel

Number

Material



Prototype

Shipboard
Powerplant

(Mark I)

Turbomachinery

Over-all length

Maximum diameter

Approx. 30 ft.

8 ft.

27 ft., 6.25 in.

5 ft., 8 in.

12,200 rpm

12,200 rpm

12,200 rpm

7,600 rpm

12,200 rpm

12,200 rpm

12,200 rpm

7,600 rpm

ratio (at 1300 F)

1.7

1.54

1.64

1.45

1.7

1.54

1.58

1.49

*
Further considerations concerning the BeO-moderated concept are presently

under study, and data generated will be inserted into design specifications

of subsequent reports.

'Report GA-1500-Nuclear Powered Tanker Design and Economic Analysis based

on the MGCR, prepared by the MGCR Project Staff and George C. Sharp, Inc.

June 30, 1960
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I. REACTOR DEVELOPMENT

HANFORD LOOP (TASK 20) (H. Hopkins)

Semi-homogeneous Fuel Element

The first semi-homogeneous fuel element, MGCR-HDR-l, composed of

U2 fuel in a BeO matrix, was irradiated for four months in the Hanford

DR Gas-Loop. This fuel element is being examined in the General Atomic

Hot Cell to determine the species, quantity, and location of fission

products released by the fuel pins and the cause for leakage of fission

products. These data will provide additional information about the

fission-product contamination of gas-cooled systems.

The irradiation history of this element consisted of 996-hrs. logged

with the surface temperature of the fuel element in excess of 1500 F and

the total energy release of 2500 kw-hr or a burnup of 0.1 g of U-235 for the

four month period. The average atom per cent burnup of U-235 was approx-

imately 1 per cent. A significant increase in radioactivity, in the loop,

was observed at the heat-up following the second thermal cycle. The

increase in radioactivity is assumed to have occurred at the time that a

crack developed in the element cladding, thereby allowing fission products

to escape. Only the samples of Xe-133 obtained from the loop showed

enough activity to be identifiable.

Examination of the fuel element and the 17-ft. support tube, Fig. 1.1,

has been divided into two major phases: 1. a superficial examination of

the effect of the irradiation; and 2. the determination of the distribution

of fission products outside the fuel pin.

Examination of the exterior of the element showed no dimensional or

physical changes except a slight oxidation of the Inconel surface. The

Inconel coolant channel shroud was cut away to expose the graphite plate.

Fig. 1.2 confirms that no significant corrosion or erosion of the graphite

occurred during the irradiation. The level of oxidants in the helium

during the test was approximately 100 ppm. No noticeable deposition of

graphite through helium-carbon transport was found. The graphite end

plugs holding the fuel pins in place were removed and the fuel pins

slipped easily out of the graphite plate. This indicates that the pins

did not tend to warp, swell, or bond to the graphite during irradiation.

The appearance of the fuel pins after removal from the graphite plate is

1
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Fig. 1.1--Cutaway view of the semi-homogeneous fuel element - MGCR-HDR-1
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Fig. 1.2--Graphite plate - MGCR-HDR-1 (3 X)



shown in Fig. 1.3. The grooves visible in the fuel pins were produced

by grooving the graphite sleeves at their center and creep shrinking the

cladding into these grooves during fabrication. This fabrication tech-

nique was used to prevent the formation of large gaps between sleeves.

These gaps are produced by the settling of the sleeves as a result of

differential thermal expansion between the graphite sleeves.

The fuel pins were immersed in a hot oil bath and a bubble detected

at the center of the pin, indicated a break in the cladding at the point.

The examination of the pins with a low-power microscope resulted in the

discovery of several cracks in each pin at the bottom of the grooves.

These cracks occurred only at the two or three center grooves in the pins,

and not in the hottest portion of the fuel pin. The cause for the cracks

was believed to have been the result of over-heating of the central portion

of the pins during fabrication, which resulted in excessive thinning of

the cladding wall. Subsequently, during irradiation, carbon penetration

at the nickel grain boundaries resulted in embrittlement and failure of

the thin-walled cladding. The largest crack shown in Fig. 1.4 is approxi-

mately 1/32-in. long.

Determining the extent to which fission products leaked out of the

cracks was the second part of the investigation. The fuel-element tube

was examined for fission products, e.g., those which leaked into the gas

stream and subsequently plated out on the metal surfaces of the loop

downstream of the element. Table 1.1 gives the data on the fission pro-

ducts removed by an acid etch of the support tube. The support tube was

an isothermal region operating at a maximum temperature of 1200F.

Table 1.2 presents the data obtained from plugs removed from the

graphite plate at the cold end, directly over the cracks, and at the hot

end. In addition to the specific isotopes listed in the table, iodine

and zirconium were looked for. No iodine was detected at the time of

examination, approximately two months after completion of irradiation.

The information on zirconium was disregarded because of the naturally

occurring zirconium outside the fuel pin. Some of the fission product

activity observed outside the fuel pin has been the result of the uranium

found as an impurity in the graphite. These data indicate the distribution

of active fission products, however, further tests will have to be made

before final conclusion can be reached.



Fig. 1.3--Fuel pins (18-in. long) after removal from graphite
plate
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Table 1.1

FISSION- PRODUCT MEASUREMET ON SUPPORT TUBE

Measurement of strontium-89, barium-140, and cerium-144, on
support tube

Support tube material 347 stainless steel

Outside diameter 0.750 in.

Length of acid etch 11/16 + 1/16 in.

Operating temperatures 1200F

Loop tube, ID 2.250 in.

Micro curies (pic) as of February 19, 1960, when element was removed:

Strontium-89 (pc) Barium-140 (pc) Cerium-144 ( c)

6-in. downstream from
element, 1st acid etch

6-in. downstream from
element, 2nd acid etch

6-in, downstream from
element, 3rd acid etch

6-in. downstream from
element, 4th acid etch

6-ft., 6-in. downstream
from element, 1st acid
etch

6-ft., 6-in. downstream
from element, 2nd adid
etch

6-ft., 6-in. downstream
from element, 3rd acid
etch

6-ft., 6-in. downstream
from element, 4th acid
etch

14-ft. downstream from
element, 1st acid etch

2.5 x 101

4.7 x 102

3.0 x 10-2

6.0 x 10-3

6.0 x 10-1

2.8 x 10-2

2.0 x 102

6.1 x 10-3

3.1 x 10-2

3.4 x 10-2

2.1 x 102

4.9 x 10-3

3.5 x10-3

2.5 x 10~2

9.5 x 10-3

4.0 x 102

1.7 x 10-3

1.4 x 10- 3

4.2 x l0~2

1.6 x 10- 2

2.8 x 1003

1.9 x 10-3

4.5 x 10-3

2.8 x 103

1.8 x 100 3

1.1 x 10-3

2.7 x 10-3
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Table 1.1 (Continued)

14-ft. downstream from
element, 2nd acid etch

14-ft. downstream from
element, 3rd acid etch

14-ft. downstream from
element, 4th acid etch

Strontium-89 (pc) Barium-140 ( c)

2.2 x 10-3

1.6 x 10-3

7.3 x 10~4

5.7 x 10~

5.2 x 10~4

4.1 x 10~

Cerium-144 (pc)

2.7 x 10

1.1 x 10

2.0 x 10-

Table 1.2

FISSION-PRODUCT MEASUREMENT IN GRAPHITE

Graphite plugs were removed from three locations perpendicular to

the fuel pin: (1) 1-in. from the cold fuelled end, (2) center, and

(3) 1-in. from the hot fuelled end. Measurements were made on the inner

surface and outer surface of these plugs above pins 1 and 2.

Location Inner Surfacea (cpm/mg x 10-3) Outer Surfacea (cpm/mg x 10-)
Pini1 Pin 2 Pinl1 Pin 2

1 4.37 9.93 4.95 7.15

2 8.26 5.96 8.24 6.16

3 5.74 10.1 5.26 6.80

aGross activity on April 25, 1960, counts/minute/milligram x lO-3.

Inner Surfaceb Outer Surfaceb
Location Sr-89 (pc) Ba-1 (p) Sr-89 (pc Ba-i 0(c

1 1.5 x l0 1.6 xl0l 5.8 x lo 1.2 x10'

2 2.1 x 10 1.8 x 10- 5.3 x 10 1.2 x 10

3 1.4 x 10 2.4 x l0 4.5 x 10 1.5 x 10

bMeasurement of strontium-89 and barium-140 in micro-curies (pc) per
milligram as of February 19, 1960, when element was removed.

T'-^
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The second semi-homogeneous fuel element (MGCR-HDR-2) was inserted into

the Hanford DR Gas-Loop on May 30, 1960. The loading of the element pro-

ceeded smoothly and it was intended to bring the reactor up to full power

rapidly. However, the failure of a bearing in the helium compressor power

system, shortly after the DR reactor was started back up to power, re-

quired that the test be conducted at a reduced power level. The compressor

has been repaired and the change over from auxiliary to primary power will

be made during the next reactor shut-down.

Heterogeneous Fuel Element

The design, fabrication and testing of mock-ups for the 19-rod fuel

element to be tested in the Hanford DR-1 Gas-Loop was continued during

the quarter. The following basic design decisions were made:

1. A circular pattern of 19 rods wil] be tested instead of the

hexagonal configuration.

2. Chemical milling will be used to produce the spiral fin spacers.

3. 'UO -BeO fuel mixture will be substituted for the pure UO2 fuel
material.

Testing of the nuclear mock-up for obtaining information concerning

the fuel enrichment which will produce 4+0 Kw of power output was completed.

Four UO2 enrichments were tested and one experiment was performed, using

fuel material diluted with alumina, to provide information on the effect

of diluted fuel mixture.

The testing of a series of outside dimensional mock-ups was completed.

A sufficient number of mock-ups have been tested to insure that the test

element can be designed to be inserted into and removed easily from the

loop. Work on a 5/3 scale model for pressure drop and heat transfer

measurements is nearing completion. This mock-up is being constructed of

heater rods with chemically milled spiral spacers. The power distribution

expected in the test element will be duplicated.

REACTOR DESIGN (TASK 8) (K. A. Trickett)

Reactor Arrangement

A number of design changes have been made in the reactor arrangement

shown in the previous quarterly report (GA-1259). The present arrangement

is shown in Fig. 1.5. The principal changes and additions are as follows:
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1. The thickness of the metallic insulation inside the shell section nozzle

has been reduced to 0.75 in. permitting reduction of the nozzle inside

diameter from 33 in. to 28-1/2 in.

2. The thickness of the metallic insulation for the head and shell sections

of the pressure vessel has been reduced to 2 in., which results in a re-

duction of vessel inside diameter from 116 in. to 114-in.

3. The distance from the flange on the pressure vessel head to the inside

crown of the head has been increased from 4-ft 1-in. to 4-ft 3-1/4 in.

This reduces the stress levels in the head-to-flange transition section

to within allowable design levels. This change, together with the change

in insulation thickness and the resulting change in radius of curvature

of the heads, increases the inside height of the pressure vessel from

19-ft 1-in. to 19-ft 4-in.

4. The external coolant tank for the reactor vessel has been outlined in

schematic form.

5. The reactor vessel support has been designed to permit relative radial

movement between the vessel and coolant tank, together with fore and aft

movement of the tank and vessel combination to accommodate expansion of

the 'primary coolant piping.

6. Four additional nozzles have been designed into the vessel head with the

same dimensions as the control rod nozzles. The purpose of the additional

nozzles is to provide access to the core for experimental purposes such as

pressure and temperature measurements and gas sample lines.

7. The core design has been developed in the form of ceramic modules, each

containing nine fuel channels on a square lattice. The plan view shows

the position of the control rods, the elevation shows the modification in

the grid structure and the provision of a top core restraint to accommodate

the module design.

THERMAL AND FLUID DYNAMIC ANALYSIS (J. T. Rogers, R. Katz)

Core Thermal Analysis

Revised calculations of the thermal and hydraulic characteristics for

the circular fuel element bundle geometry have been made to bring the
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preliminary reference design up to date. A revision in the radial maximum-

to-average heat flux within the fuel assembly to 1.15 from 1.30 has been

factored into the design. Table 1.3 shows the core thermal and hydraulic

characteristics and Fig. 1.6 shows the fuel assembly geometry.

Table 1.3

PRELIMINARY REFERENCE DESIGN THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS

Number of fuel elements

Heat transfer area, ft2

Maximum heat flux, Btu/hr-ft2

Average heat flux, Btu/hr-ft 2

Maximum-to-average heat flux ratio:

Radial within element

Radial over core

Total over core (excluding radial within element)

Core thermal power, Mw

Core mass flow lb/sec

Hottest channel heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft - F

Core inlet temperature, F0

Core outlet temperature, F

Reactor inlet pressure, psia

Reactor outlet pressure, psia

Core pressure drop, psi

Maximum cladding temperature, F

Maximum fuel temperature, F

Rod clearance-to-diameter ratio

Equivalent hydraulic diameter, ft.

Reynolds number, central channel

Maximum velocity, central channel, ft/sec

308

3,450

160,000(a)

73,600

1.15

1.507
1,893(a)

74.4

102.0

98 4 (b)

745

1300

1120

1080

27.2

1500(a)

1900 (a)

0.134

0.0127

28,450

263
(b)

The COPE code was used to determine the core thermal performance

based on the revised cycle conditions and fuel element design. The axial

flux distribution was based on 40 per cent control rod insertion at the

beginning-of-life condition, (see previous quarterly report, GA-1259)

aFor chopped-cosine power distribution.

bWith no moderator bypass flow.
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Fig. 1.6--Fuel Assembly Geometry
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which was the best estimate of the flux distribution at the time these

calculations were made.

In addition to the data given in Table 1.3, the reactor cycle con-

ditions are:

Inlet temperature 7440F

Outlet. temperature 1300 F

System pressure 1120 psia

Hot-channel Factors

Pertinent results for the hot channel factor are given in Table 1.4.

In Problem 1, orifices were sized for the fuel elements in order to assign

constant outlet gas temperature, assuming perfect flow distribution around

each fuel element. The size of the orifices was then used as input for the

subsequent problems.

A 63 per cent increase in film temperature drop was included in Problem

2, but the flow distribution remained unperturbed. This increase results

in a 110 F increase in cladding temperature.

Problem 3, Table 1.4, corresponds to the hottest channel with hot-

channel factors of 63 per cent greater film temperature drop and 15 per-

cent less flow than previously calculated. The 15 per cent reduced flow

was obtained in the code calculation by assuming the hot channel has a

30 per cent greater friction pressure drop which can be caused by a gross

change in fuel element geometry or by obstructions, such as a helical

spacer broken off from the fuel rod, in the flow channel. The resulting

maximum cladding temperature of 15850F is greater than the design value

of 1500 F. This is due to the fuel element geometry design which was based

on a "chopped-cosine" axial flux distribution. It should be noted that the

design value of the maximum cladding temperature can be met with this par-

ticular flux distribution by a slight adjustment of the fuel element geo-

metry and the number of fuel elements. Since the flux distribution in

these problems is only assumed, redesigning the fuel element geometry to

meet the design cladding temperature has not been done.

Problem 4 was calculated by including a factor on the coolant flow

area for the hot channel so that the flow area was decreased 15 per cent

from the ideal value. This resulted in a 19 per cent decrease in flow through the



Table 1. 4

HOT-CHANNEL FACTOR PROBLEMS

Flow Film Temperature Core Exit Coolant Maxi
Problem Flow Perturbation Reduction Drop Increase Pressure Drop Temperature Temp

(%) (%) (PSI) ( F)

None

None

30 per cent in-
creased friction
pressure drop'

15 per cent de-
creased flow area

1 velocity head
entrance loss

5 velocity heads
entrance loss

10 velocity heads
entrance loss

0

0

15

19

3

12

22

0

63

63

63

63

63

63

27.0

27.0

27.3

27.4

27.2

28.0

28.7

1300

1300

1390

1405

1315

1365

1420

mum Clad
erature
( F)

1370

1480

1585

1560

1500

1560

1625

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

MON"

H
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hot channel, but did not result in as great a maximum cladding temperature

as the 15 per cent flow reduction described in Problem 3. This 19 per cent

decrease in flow is due to the improved heat transfer coefficient caused

by an increase in the fluid velocity.

Problems 5, 6 and 7 were calculated assuming that a pressure drop

corresponding to 1, 5, and 10 velocity heads, respectively, occurs at the

inlet of the module to the hot channel. It can be assumed that the losses

correspond to obstructions such as fragments of the metallic insulation at

the module inlet. With one velocity head loss at the inlet, the coolant

exit temperature increased 15 F and the cladding temperature 200F. A

thermocouple with 1 per cent accuracy would be required to indicate a one-

velocity head loss.

As more reliable power distribution information becomes available,

the preliminary reference design of the core will be revised so that the

maximum cladding design temperature is not exceeded, at least at the start-

of-core life.

Fuel Element Analysis

A detailed experimental and analytical investigation of heat transfer

and flow distribution for the 19-rod fuel element bundle has been started.

This investigation is designed to explore the complex interaction of

phenomena in the fuel element heat transfer and flow distribution processes

by separating the component effects and investigating each separately.

To carry out this program amodel, four-times full size, of the 19-rod

fuel element bundle has been designed and is being fabricated. This model

element will be tested in both circular and hexagonal shrouds with the

fuel rods in circular and hexagonal arrays respectively. The shrouds are

fabricated of plexiglass to permit visual examination of the flow distri-

bution during mixing tests. The 1-1/2-in. outer diameter rods are fab-

ricated from aluminum tubes or rods and are not heated. Helical spacers

are made on the aluminum rods by chemical milling.

The large-scale test element is designed to fit between the up-

stream and downstream header boxes of the air flow test stand; the air

flow test stand blower has ample capacity to permit spanning the entire

range of Reynolds numbers of interest.
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Four basic types of experiments will be performed with the large-scale

model.(1) They are: 1. A velocity distribution and mixing experiment,

2. A friction coefficient experiment, 3. A mass transfer experiment, and

4. A transient heat transfer experiment. In addition to the four ex-

periments on the unheated rod bundle, experiments will be conducted on a

heated rod bundle using a configuration and spacer arrangement of the

actual MGCR fuel element. Work is also being done to measure local velo-

city profiles in the constricted region between rods using the High-Tem-

perature Graphite Reactor (HTGR) flow stand and with minimum clearance

between fuel rods to fuel rod diameter ratios representative of the MGCR

fuel element.

The ultimate objective of the analytical and experimental program is

to permit a prediction of the maximum temperature of the fuel element

cladding material under any given operating condition in the Maritime Gas-

Cooled Reactor, and to set confidence limits on this prediction. To make

this determination, the local heat transfer coefficient in a fuel element

must be ascertained, and equally as important, the local coolant temperature

distribution must be predicted. The latter prediction requires a knowledge

of the coolant flow distribution and the degree of mixing between various

flow filaments. The effect of temperature level on all these effects must

also be known.

The experimental program is designed to enable the accurate prediction

of hot spot temperatures in the MGCR.

Development of Mass Transfer Technique

One phase of the experimental program described above is the investiga-

tion of local-to-average heat transfer relationships by use of the mass

transfer technique. To obtain familiarity with this technique and to

develop methods of preparing test specimens and of measuring the amount of

sublimation, a test piece with a simple annular geometry was fabricated and

a number of tests have been carried out using the air flow test stand. The

results of these tests are encouraging and indicate that the mass transfer

technique should yield good relative data on local heat transfer coefficients

and that even fairly good data on absolute heat transfer coefficients should

be obtainable.(1)
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Experimental results show excellent agreement with the standard heat

transfer correlation for the same geometry. Fig. 1.7 gives a typical re-

sult for test runs in which an annular geometry was used. The value of
2/3

C MSC is plotted against nondimensional distance from the start of the

naphtalene section, where CM is the mass transfer Stanton number and SC

is the Schmidt number. In the fully developed region CMC is about

2/0.0022. For the same Reynolds number the value of St. Pr the equiva-

lent heat transfer parameter from the Colburn equation is 0.00213. The

measured value is thus within 33 per cent of the expected value.

Internal Pressure Due to Gaseous and Volatile Fission Products

An estimate of the pressures in the MGCR prototype fuel rods due to

gaseous and volatile -fission products has been made.(1) The estimated

pressures are based on the assumptions that:

1. All voids within the fuel region and the reservoir in the cold-

end reflector extension are connected.

2. The rod is divided into two volume regions: (a) the void volume

of the fuel region at the mean fuel temperature, and (b) the void

volume of the cold-end and reservoir at the core inlet temperature.

3. Only long-lived fission products with half-lives on the order of

years were considered. Total chain yields were used.

4. Gaseous and volatile fission products can be treated as perfect

gases.

5. Species whose calculated partial pressures are less than their

vapor pressures at the fuel region temperature, but greater than

their vapor pressures at the reservoir region temperature, will

migrate to the reservoir because of the concentration gradient,

and, of course, will condense there.

6. A condensed species contributes a negligible partial pressure to

the total internal pressure.

7'The fuel rods are evacuated before welding on the end caps. On

the basis of these assumptions, the only fission products which

contribute to the pressure under the MGCR prototype conditions

are iodine, bromine, krypton, xenon and selenium.
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The calculated pressure for end-of-core life conditions for a given

per cent of fission product release is shown in Fig. 1.8. For a total

release of 3 per cent, the estimated internal pressure in the hottest

fuel rod is only about 40 psi. If a conservative design figure of 10 per-

cent fission gas release is used, the internal pressure is only 138 psi.

If the fuel rods are not evacuated before welding on the end caps, a

pressure increment of 39 psi results, which gives a conservative maximum

total internal pressure of 177 psi.

Hanford Fuel Element Fission Product Pressure Determination

An estimate has been made of the maximum pressure developed in the

fuel rods of the Hanford Loop heterogeneous fuel element because of gas-

eous and volatile fission products.

It is assumed that the void volume within the fuel region constitutes

5 per cent of the total fuel region volume. At the cooler end of the fuel

rod a reservoir is provided for the accumulation of gaseous and volatile

fission products. The volume of the reservoir is 2.4 per cent of the fuel

volume. If the fuel rod is evacuated prior to the welding of the end

cap, the calculated internal pressure for an irradiation of six months

duration at the maximum power level of 50 Kw is 21 psi for a 3 per cent

release and 71 psi for a 10 per cent release. A pressure increment of

56 psi results if the rod is not evacuated prior to the welding of the end

caps. The total resulting pressure from fission gases in the hottest rod

of the Hanford Loop fuel element is 77 psi for a 3 per cent release and

127 psia for a 10 per cent release.

Fuel Element Burst Tests

Burst tests conducted in air at 1900 F on seamless Inconel tubes,

3/8-in. diameter with 0.010-in. thick walls have resulted in bursts at

pressures of 300 psi at a loading rate of 0.1 psi/sec and 1000 psi at a

loading rate of 50 psi/sec. With welded and drawn Hastelloy X tubes

bursts occurred at somewhat higher pressures at this same temperature.

Burst tests have been run at 2000 F with bursts at pressures of 525

psi for the Inconel and 575 psi for the Hastelloy X at loading rates of

9.3 psi/sec and 8.6 psi/sec respectively.
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From these results, it is apparent that the fuel-rod cladding should

maintain its integrity and retain fission products even under the severe

conditions of a loss-of-coolant accident. A possible accident condition

would occur if a pin-hole appeared in a fuel rod cladding during normal

operation. Over a period of time, pressures would equalize inside and

outside the rod so that an internal pressure equal to the coolant pressure,

215 psia, would develop. If the presence of the pin hole was not detected,

on a rapid loss-of-coolant the rod internal pressure could not bleed down

quickly because of the flow restriction caused by the small pin-hole. Thus,

momentarily, a pressure difference of up to 200 psi would develop across the

cladding. Even under these extreme conditions, however, the cladding would

maintain its integrity.

It may be concluded, therefore, that the fuel rod cladding of the pro-

posed heterogeneous fuel element for the Hanford DR Gas-Loop should maintain

its integrity under all foreseeable conditions.

Moderator Temperatures

An analysis was started to predict moderator temperature for bypass

and separate cooling arrangements. In the bypass arrangement a flow of

coolant is provided between the moderator block itself and the fuel element

shroud. The fraction of a bypass flow is set equal to the fraction of heat

generated in the moderator, 8.1 per cent, to produce the same design point

outlet temperatures in the main and bypass flow streams. It is assumed

that a over-all gap thermal conductance equivalent to that of a stagnant

helium gap of 0.012-in. which would give a reasonable thermal resistance

between the shroud and the moderator during a loss-of-coolant accident.

The calculated maximum fuel element cladding temperature is very slightly

lower than 1500 F with the bypass flow, since as shown in previous calcu-

lations, all the heat was generated in the fuel elements. The core pressure

drop is reduced about 10 per cent and the pressure drop in the bypass channel

is about 45 per cent of the main channel pressure drop in the hottest channel.

Therefore, an orifice will be needed in the bypass channel to properly pro-

portion the flows. The presence of an orifice makes the bypass flow less

dependent on bypass channel tolerances for proper proportioning. It might

be advantageous to enhance this effect by increasing the annular gap width
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to more than 0.050-in. However, some freedom in the control of the flow

proportions will probably be possible, as the excellent thermal conductance

between the streams will tend to stabilize the temperatures of the streams.

Since the importance of the coolant temperature rise outweighs the importance

of the film temperature drop in determining the surface temperature (and

hence all temperatures) in the core, all fuel element and moderator temp-

eratureswill tend to be stabilized with the proposed moderator cooling

scheme. The various moderator temperatures calculated with bypass cooling

are given in Table 1.5 where they are compared with previous results for

cooling by fuel channel flow only for otherwise similar conditions.

Table 1.5

MODERATOR TEMPERATURES

Fuel Channel Cooling Bypass Cooling

Temperature and Location ( F) ( F)

Maximum, hottest channel 1663 1480

Average, core center line, 1508 1247
hottest channel

Surface, core center line, 1397 1137
hottest channel

Average,- hottest channel 1432 1210

Average, over core 1201 1054

It can be seen that the maximum moderator temperature is reduced about

180 F by bypass cooling. The average temperature at the core center line is

reduced from about 1500 F to about 12500 F, which is beneficial in a loss-

of-coolant accident in that the initial sink temperature to which the fuel

rods radiate the maximum heat is that much lower. The average core moderator

temperature is reduced about 150 F which improves the neutron economy some-

what.

For the core module concept using prestressed tie-bars to hold the

moderator blocks together, shown in Fig. 1.19 some flow will be bled

through the hollow tie-bars. The purpose of the flow is to cool the tie-

bars to a temperature such that, considering relative coefficients 'of ex-

pansion of BeO and the tie-bar material, they will continue to exert
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sufficient tensile force to maintain the module as an integral unit under

the high temperatures of operation. Preliminary calculations indicate that

it should be possible to produce mean tie-bar temperature of 900F to 1000F

with a bleed flow of about 1 to 2 per cent of the total core flow. This

flow will also, of course, help to cool the moderator in the vicinity of the

tie rod and will reduce somewhat the temperatures given in Table 1.5.

Work is continuing on all aspects of the moderator cooling problem.

Helium Diffusion Through BeO

The moderator temperatures discussed in this report are based on cool-

ing the ceramic modules are bypassing a fraction of the coolant flow from

the fuel channels. This bleed flow amounts to 8 per cent of the flow

through the fuel element and is in direct contact with the moderator. Be-

cause of the low molecular weight of the helium coolant and the high temper-

atures and pressures existing in the core, it has been postulated that

diffusion of helium through the moderator could preclude orificing the bleed

flow properly and could also result in starving the fuel element flow if

the diffusion were an appreciable fraction of the bleed flow, however, this

is not the case.

A conservative estimate of the diffusion of helium through the BeO

moderator has been made by assuming that a pressure differential equal to

the total core pressure drop exists over the total moderator surface ex-

posed to the coolant. These calculations assumed that the BeO was 92.9

per cent of theoretical density, and indicate that the total diffusion

flow would be about 1.98 x 10- lb/sec. The average bleed flow for cooling

the moderator is 2.66 x 10 lb/sec. The calculated diffusion is only

0.001 per cent of the average bleed flow and, therefore, the diffusion of

helium through the moderator will be insignificant for BeO of 92.9 per cent

or more of theoretical density.

Temperature Distribution and Thermal Stress in Core Barrel

The reactor arrangement shown in Fig. 1.5 utilizes a concentric arrange-

ment of inlet and outlet gas ducts. Calculations have been made of the temp-

erature and thermal stress distribution in the core barrel resulting from an

assumed flow maldistribution.(1) The core barrel temperature variation was

found to be + 7 F for a variation in the heat transfer coefficient of + 50
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per cent from the average, which corresponds to a variation in the

velocity around the core barrel of approximately + 60 per cent. The max-

imum possible thermal stress resulting from a local 7 F temperature change

would be 1800 psi for the core barrel material. These results indicate

that a + 60 per cent velocity variation around the core barrel could be

tolerated from the standpoint of temperatures and stresses. Whether this

velocity variation could be tolerated in the core would, however, be sub-

ject to the pressure drop resulting from the flow maldistribution.

Metallic Insulation

Thermal conductivity tests were continued on the metallic insulation

in the test autoclave. A summary of results to date is shown in Fig. 1.9

During the high-pressure tests, anomalous effects appeared which were traced

to excessive axial heat flow. These effects did not appear during the low-

pressure tests since the governing mechanism for the axial heat flow appears

to be natural convection in the loose end insulation. Improved end insulation.

has been applied and the axial guard heaters will be set at relatively higher

powers with respect to the central heater than were used before. The high-

pressure tests are being repeated.

FUEL ELEMENTS (R. W. Bean, R. A. Kelsey)

A detailed drawing of the fuel element assembly has been prepared,

(Fig. 1.10). This fuel element arrangement is based on the circular geometry

of fuel pins previously referred to.

Fuel Element Cladding Analysis

The strength of the fuel element cladding is of great importance for

the retention of fission products released from the fuel body during the

fuel lifetime. Further experimental work has been completed in which burst

tests were made on seamless Inconel and weld-drawn Hastelloy X tubing, (see

page 20).

A design evaluation has shown the need for a modification of the experi-

ment to study a design case for which the cladding is to contain fission pro-

ducts following a loss-of-coolant accident. In this case, it will be further,

assumed that no emergency cooling is introduced and that heat loss from the

fuel body is by radiation to the moderator. An additional severe factor has
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been introduced by the assumption-that the pressure inside the fuel element

at the onset of the accident is equal to the maximum system pressure of

1150 psia and not the calculated maximum fission gas pressure of 177 psi

at the end-of-fuel life.

In view of the severity of the case assumed above, a study to deter-

mine fuel-pin sheath thickness parameters has been made. Figures 1.11 -

1.16 show the relationship between sheath temperature, allowable stress of

sheath for various limiting criteria, sheath hoop stress, net internal

pressure, and sheath wall thickness-to-radius ratio for three possible

materials: Hastelloy X, Inconel, and duPont Columbium Alloy D31 (80% Cb,

10% Ti, 10% Mo).

Ultimate strength as a function of material temperature and creep

data were taken directly from the literature. (2,) The creep data were

extrapolated to the desired conditions using the Larson-Miller parameter:

KLM =T A+logt X10-3

where

K M = Larson-Miller parameter

T = Material temperature, 0R
t = Time, hrs.

A = Constant

The data plotted represent total deformation for all the materials

considered except Inconel. For Inconel, the data include secondary creep

only because of the absence of data on total deformation.

Total deformation and ultimate strength as a function of temperature

are related to the sheath stress through the abscissa. The maximum shear

theory of failure was assumed to hold. According to this theory, failure

occurs when the maximum shear reaches the limited value of the maximum

shear stress in an element subjected to simple tension.(5) For a biaxial

stress condition, with both tension streses or both compression stresses,

failure is predicted, by this theory, when the maximum principal stress

reaches the limited value of the stress in simple tension. While this

theory does not fit experimental data as well as the maximum distortion

energy theory, it is on the safe side and is probably within the accuracy

of the extrapolations of the data on materials properties. The use of
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this theory for multiaxial creep has had limited experimental verifica-

tion,( 6  but it has been shown that the approximations assumed are reason-

ably accurate with any possible margin of error within safety limits.

In the data presented in Figs. 1.11-1.16, it is assumed that the

pressure in the sheath remains constant. From burst test measurements, (6)
an elongation of approximately 15 per cent occurs at rupture. Since the

initial void volume in the fuel rod is quite small (-"13 per cent), this

elongation results in a substantial increase in void volume and, since the

mass of gas is constant, a corresponding decrease in pressure. Representa-

tive values of p/po, where p = final pressure and p0 = initial pressure as

a function of E, the per cent elongation, are tabulated below:

5 10 15 20
p./po 0.70.28 0.20 0.15

The data presented may be used in a number of ways. For example,

the curves may be entered with a maximum sheath temperature. The inter-

section of this constant temperature line with one of the limiting criteria

curves (ultimate strength, 1 per cent total deformation in 1 hr., 1 per-

cent deformation in 10 hrs., etc.) established a limiting stress value on

the abscissa. Continuing down the constant stress line, to an assumed

value for net internal pressure, yields the required value of sheath wall

thickness to radius ratio; conversely, the intersection of the constant

stress line with the approximate t/r ratio curve yields a limiting internal

pressure.

Because of the simplifying assumptions made, these data can only be

regarded as approximate. However, the curves are useful in obtaining a

first estimate of the sheath wall thickness requirements for various

operational and emergency conditions involving a net internal pressure

loading and in comparing the various candidate materials.

Design of Core Modules

During this quarter, a number of core module designs were considered.

The most promising designs were:

1. One-piece BeO columns (Fig. 1.17)

2. Bonded ceramic tube and plate columns (Fig. 1.28)
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3. Prestressed assembly (Fig. 1. 19)

4. Metallic fuel-channel liner support (Fig. 1. 20)

5. Metallic can support (Fig. 1.21)

Based on the results of this preliminary survey,(1) it appears that

both Designs 4 and 5 are impractical and should be eliminated as potential

prototype core module designs; design 4 because of the large tube deflec-

tions, and Design 5 because of buckling of the side panels. The bonded

ceramic and prestressed column designs (2 and 3) appear to offer consider-

able promise and will be studied in more detail. The possibility exists

that for the prototype core the two design approaches might be combined,

using the best features of both. Design 1, of course, presents the best

solution since the BeO column is a continuous member. This design must,

however, await the development of suitable fabrication techniques.

MODERATOR AND REFLECTOR (R. W. Bean, C. 0. Peinado)

An arrangement of the moderator and reflector ceramic which utilizes

the concept of core modules, structurally independent between end supports,

has been selected as the basis for the core design. This arrangement will

minimize the effect of cumulative radial distortion in the core structure

due to temperature and irradiation effects. It will further permit removal

of parts of the core to permit greater experimental flexibility for the

study of advanced concepts of ceramic design during the reactor lifetime.

A plan view of the core design is shown in Fig. 1.22. This drawing

shows the detail of the method of transmitting lateral loads from the tops

of the core modules out to the core barrel, while permitting some axial

freedom in each module.

A preliminary stress survey of basic core module designs has been

completed. This survey has been concerned principally with the BeO

structural support required to withstand the side inertia loads imposed

on the core module in the shipboard installation. In all cases, only the

1.1 g side inertia load has been considered. It was not felt that the

0.2 g fore and aft load would be significant: (1) because of the approx-

imate nature of the analysis, (2) because of the increase in section modulus

as the axis rotates, and (3) because the shear and fiber stresses for fore
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and aft loading in beam bending occur at different relative locations of the

beam and hence are not additive. The basic module model used in the analysis

was an 11-in. square section, 90-in. in length, containing nine 2.32-in.

diameter fuel channels on a 3.84-in. square pitch.

PRESSURE VESSEL AND CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURE (C. 0. Peinado)

The first phase of the design of the pressure vessel and core support

structure has been completed. The basic design is shown in Fig. 1.23.

The design basis used for the pressure vessel was Section VIII of

the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code including nuclear interpreta-

tions, and the Bureau of Ships "Tentative Structural Design Basis for

Reactor Pressure Vessels and Directly Associated Components". The latter

was used for the core support structure. The implications of the following

codes on the design are under study:

1. ASME Boiler and.Pressure Vessel Code - Section I.

2. United States Coast Guard (CG-115) "Marine Engineering
Regulation and Material Specifications".

3. "State of Connecticut - Boiler Law, Rules and Regulations"
as a model of a state code.

Table 1.6

PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN CONDITIONS

1. Design pressure 1400 psi

2. Inertia loads + 2-g, - 0-g

vertical

+ 1.lg - athwart

ship

+ 0.25-g - fore

and aft

3. Design temperature 6500F

The preliminary reference material selected for the pressure vessel

is SA302 Grade B, a low alloy steel with a maximum allowable stress of

20,000 psi for metal temperatures up to 750 F. The backup material selected

is.SA212 Grade B, a carbon steel with a maximum allowable stress of 17,500
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psi for metal temperatures up to 650 F. The effect of the radiation en-

vironment on the mechanical properties (including the nil-ductility transi-

tion temperature) of the reference materials chosen is being examined.

Calculations have been performed to arrive at the basic wall thick-

nesses of the pressure vessel and detailed stress analyses have been com-

pleted to establish the basic geometry at all major structural discontin-

uities. Primary and primary-plus-secondary stress intensities have been

calculated and compared against the allowable stress values for SA 302 Grade

B at 650 F at 27,000 psi and 39,000 psi respectively.

Table 1.7

CORE SUPPORT DESIGN CONDITIONS

1. Core pressure drop 60 psi

2. Inertia loads + 2-g, -O-g
vertical

+ 1.1-g, athwart-
ship

+ .25-g, fore

and aft

3. Design temperature 900 F

The material selected is SA 387 Grade D, a low alloy steel of nominal

composition 2-1/4% Cr and 1% Mo with a maximum allowable stress of 13,100 psi

at 900 F. The material has been chosen on the basis of cost per pound, strength

at temperature, and compatibility of thermal expansion characteristics with

the pressure vessel material.

The components of the core support structure designed and analyzed were:

(1) Core support grid, (2) Core barrel and top closure, and (3) Core

support skirt.

The core support grid was analyzed using an IBM 704 program developed at

the Electric Boat Division called "A Matrix Method for Analysis of Complex-

Structures". The structure is analytically and geometrically reduced to an

equivalent simple framework and interconnected to a rectangular array of

intersecting beams for which loads and displacements are determined. The

stresses are then developed from these loads.



The stresses induced by transfer of the core load at the grid-barrel

transition were examined. The interaction of the core barrel, the core

top closure, an1d the core support skirt at the load-transferring flanges,

were examined. The effect of a temperature gradient of 900 F at the core

barrel to 650 F at the pressure vessel was considered in combination with

the inertia loads.

Reactor Vessel Support

A stress analysis of three reactor vessel supports was made and a

preliminary reference design chosen. The four supports considered were:

(1) segmented skirt, (2) continuous skirt, (3) "A" frame, and (4) flex

plate.

The segmented skirt was chosen because of the lower thermal stresses

and the lower bearing pressure developed. This design is shown in Fig. 1-5-

CONTROL-ROD DRIVE MECHANISM DEVELOPMENT (TASK 10) (F. J. Liederbach)

A considerable amount of analysis and detailed design work on the

control rod drive mechanism was completed.

The experimental drive mechanism is a relatively short in-line drive

which is mounted at the top head of the reactor. It consists of a ball

nut-lead screw combination driven by an electric motor during positioning

motion and by a pneumatic nutating disc-type motor during the scram mode.

(Figs. 1.24-1.25) The lead screw is caused to rotate at relatively low

rpm by the two-speed electric motor during insertion and withdrawal modes,

and at higher speeds by the pnuematic motor during scram. Concentric

with, and attached to the lead screw is a ball nut which is, in turn, con-

nected to the drive shaft and control rod. Rotation of the lead screw

imparts linear motion to the drive shaft and the control rod. Rotation of

the nut and drive shaft is prevented by use of a ball spline located at

the lower end of the drive mechanism.

The control-rod drive mechanism may be divided into an upper and

lower section. The upper drive section is the part of the mechanism

containing the positioning and scram motor, a valve package, position

transmitting equipment, a seal cartridge, "no-back" units, miscellaneous

limit switches, and internal scram motor porting. (See previous quarterly

reports GA-1195, GA-1259).
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The lower drive section is the part of the mechanism from the main

lead screw bearings down to, and including the control rod disconnect

fitting.

The upper drive housing is separated from the lower drive housing

by means of a rotary seal cartridge.

Thrust and radial loads imparted to the mechanism are absorbed by

bearings mounted at the upper end of the lead screw.

The upper portion of the mechanism will be maintained at 250 F during

normal operation by passing cool helium through this region. Simultaneously,

the ball nut-lead screw and drive shaft combination will also be maintained

at 250 F by introducing cool helium near the top of the lead screw and

diverting it downwards into the reactor vessel through a concentric annulus

surrounding the lead screw.

Component Testing-Ball-nut Lead Screw Assembly

To test the efficiency of operation of the ball-nut lead screw

assembly in a hot helium environment, a test stand for simulating the

operation was constructed. Fig. 1.26 illustrates the control-rod ball-nut

lead screw test before inserting it into the autoclave. The ball-nut lead

screw can be operated in a helium atmosphere up to 8000F. This equipment

has been operated for 5000 cycles at 3000F in helium without appreciable

damage to the mechanism. A weight of 125 lbs. was used to simulate the

control rod blade. The lead screw and balls were examined for wear at

the completion of the test and no significant wear was found. MoS2 was

used as an initial lubricant, but was found to become abrasive under

operating conditions.

The lead screw and balls have been cleaned and a second series of

tests started at 400 F in helium.

n r7
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II. FLUID SYSTEMS AND PLANT ARRANGEMENT

DEVELOP REFERENCE DESIGN OF PRIMARY LOOP COMPONENTS (TASK 6)
(D. W. Carreau, H. C. Paulsen, B. Lund)

Heat-Exchanger Test Loop

The objective of the heat-exchanger test program is to compile and

correlate experimental data for the aerodynamic and thermal design of

the prototype regenerator and other power plant heat-exchangers of

similar configuration.

Data Reduction

The IBM 704 computer program has been rewritten to include

mathematical expressions for the variation of Prandtl number and the

compressibility factor of helium with temperature and pressure. The 300

sets of helium heat-transfer data for bare tubes have been converted

into parametric form by using this program. The Reynolds number ranges

are from 7,000 to 82,000.

Figure 2.1 shows the plot of Colburn j-factor versus Reynolds number

for the inlet straight section of the model heat-exchanger. The

empirical relationship, j = 0.023 Re-0.2, is shown by line A-A for

reference. This curve shows that the helium test data yields shell-side

film coefficients approximately 20 percent greater than those predicted

by the equation.

Heat-Exchanger Test Facility

The test loop heat-exchanger has been retubed in order to eliminate

tube to tubesheet weld leaks. All tubes were positioned in the same

location as on the initial heat-exchanger, rolled, welded, dye-penetrant

checked, and stress relieved. The test facility is again operational,

and helium heat-transfer tests with distributed airfoil-shaped tube

supports have been started.
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HEAT-EXCHANGER ANALYTICAL WORK AND DESIGN (W. J. Justusson, B. Lund)

The objective of this program is to conduct engineering design and

analysis of the regenerator, precooler, and intercooler.

Design

Consideration of cost, weight, and ease of fabrication led to

selection of single-tubed instead of double-tubed heat exchangers as the

basis for future design. The single-tubed units employ double tubesheets

and sea-water isolation valves for leak control.

The use of 9/16-in. tube pitch in lieu of 5/8-in. pitch may result in

a smaller regenerator, according to a preliminary analysis. Final

recommendation of tube geometry will be delayed pending incorporation of

heat-transfer test loop pressure drop and heat-transfer correlations

into the heat-exchanger optimization program.

MECHANICAL DEVICES (H. F. Curtis, B. Lund)

Duct Design, Development and Test

The objective of this task is to develop and design ducting to

transport the main coolant between the components of the power plant at

pressures up to 1150 psi and continuous temperatures up to 1300 F, with

capability for 10,000-hr. operation up to 1500 F.

DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT CONTROL SYSTEM (TASK 15) (H. E. Holmes, J. M. Silks,
A. McClure)

Transients have been run on the propulsion systems, using the MGCR

transient performance computer program. Solutions were obtained for

a number of normal and emergency conditions which define the performance of

the low-pressure drive (LPD) propulsion plant. This plant has proved to

be stable and controllable with the simplest of control systems.

A cycle utilizing the high-pressure turbine(HPT) to produce shaft

power (high-pressure drive cycle) is under consideration. An additional

computer program was written and programmed to perform transient analyses

on this plant and checkout runs have been made to determine the accuracy

of the equations and programming. The program is now fully
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operational and is in use to assist in the development of control system

parameters suitable for the high-pressure drive cycle.

Power Changes by Changing Inventory

Shaft power can be increased from 20 percent normal shaft power

to essentially 100 percent powerin about 80 sec. Figure 2.2 represents

the plot of the transient. As indicated, 60 percent power is reached

in about 40 sec. and 80 percent power in about 55 sec.

Normal Fluctuations in Auxiliary Load

Transient studies have shown that a complete loss of auxiliary

load at full power causes the high-pressure turbine to increase its

speed by 1.09 percent which is well within the allowable 5 percent.

Similarly, a sudden increase in electrical load from 0 to 1000 Kw reduces

the speed slightly more than 1.10 percent.

Maneuvering with Bypass

Figures 2.3 through 2.6 show the behavior of the plant for the

following transient: The plant is initially operating at full load

steady state condition. The turbine throttle valve is closed in 3 sec.

held closed for 27 sec, reopened in 3 sec, and held open for 27 sec.

The high-pressure shaft speed stays essentially constant during these

maneuvers. It is seen that the speed of response of the low-pressure

turbine exceeds any reasonable requirement.

When bypassing the low-pressure turbine, the gas entering the low-

pressure side of the regenerator is hotter than normal. This causes the

reactor inlet temperature to rise. The reactor temperature coefficient

and the control-rod control scheme both act to hold the reactor outlet

temperature more or less constant, and the reactor fission power output

decreases. When the turbine bypass line is closed, the reactor inlet

temperature drops and the reactor fission power increases.

If a heat sink were provided, so that the reactor inlet temperature

is held constant for all bypass conditions, the reactor would continue

to deliver full fission power unnecessarily.
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Emergency Conditions

High-pressure Turbine Overspeed

Overspeed of the turbocompressor can occur as a result of inadvertent

opening of both the low-pressure turbine throttle and the bypass valves.

With no protective devices operating, the high-pressure turbine shaft speed

would increase as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

% COMPRESSOR DESIGN SPEED VS TIME
(WITHOUT PROTECTIVE DEVICES)

t (sec.)

0

1

2

3
4

Compressor Design Speed (%)

100

105.5

111

113.3

117

The overspeed trip system described above would be actuated in about

2 sec., following which the turbocompressor would slow down. The optimum

size of the compressor bypass line has not been determined, but the results

with one line size are given in Table 2.2. In this case, with a bypass

flow of 30 lb/sec., initially, it can be seen that overspeed control is

more than adequate.

/ COMPRESSOR

t (sec.)

0

1

2

3

5
6

Table 2.2

DESIGN SPEED VS TIME

Compressor Design Speed (%)

100

105.5

110

103

98

95

93
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Emergency Conditions

Low-pressure Turbine Overspeed

If the propeller load were lost but the inertia of reduction gears

and the propeller remained in the system, the low-pressure turbine speed

versus time, without overspeed protection, would be as shown in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3

PERCENT 10W-PRESSURE TURBINE DESIGN SPEED VS
TIME

Low-pressure
t (sec.) Turbine Design Speed (%)

0 100

1 122

2 140

3 155

4 168

5 179

If the load is lost so that the inertia of only the low-pressure

turbine remains in the system, the time to achieve the speeds given in

Table 2.3 will be decreased by a factor of three or four. If the compressor

bypass line accommodating 30 lb/sec. of helium is opened when the load is

lost and the turbine throttle valve is closed within 2 sec. of loss of load,

the low-pressure turbine speed will increase to 117.5 percent of design

speed in 2 sec., and slowly decrease thereafter.

In the event of loss of cooling-water flow through the precooler

and intercooler, the entrained water within the coolers will reach the

boiling point in about 45 sec. Within 90 sec. the low-pressure compressor

will go into surge due to increased inlet gas temperatures. Corrective

action must be immediately initated, i.e. reducing reactor power, restoring

cooling-water flow or shutting down the plant.

Loss of coolant to the intercooler or precooler alone is no more

serious than loss of coolant to both coolers.
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Reactor Scram

If the reactor is scrammed and no other action is taken, the low-

pressure turbine bypass valve will operate to keep the high-pressure

turbine shaft speed within 5 percent of design value for about 14 sec.

High-pressure turbine shaft speed will drop to 90 percent of design

value in 18 sec. This is significant in a shipboard MGCR plant as

it means that electric power will continue at full frequency for 14 sec.

and slightly longer at a reduced but tolerable frequency. (Figs. 2.7 and 2.8)

DEVELOP REFERENCE DESIGN F)R POWER PLANT ARRANGEMENT AND STRUCTURE
(TASK 17) (I. Kabler, A. McClure)

Plant Arrangement Studies

The arrangement of the main machinery compartment of the prototype

plant provides the necessary facilities for complete testing of the gas-

cooled reactor and its associated closed-cycle gas-turbine plant.

Special features desired in the arrangement of the prototype plant are

access space for the examination and modification of equipmentand

facilities for the addition of special instrumentation required for a complete

and detailed analysis of the plant.

Since the MGCR plant employs a direct cycle, the reactor, rotating

machinery, heat exchangers, etc., must be located within a suitable

containment. For the prototype, this containment is a concrete pit

approximately 86 ft. long, 36 ft. wide, and 35 ft. deep. The top of

the pit, which is at ground-floor elevation, consists of interlocking

concrete slabs sufficiently thick to maintain radiation tolerances at

satisfactory levels.

Component Arrangement

The prototype rotating machinery, comprising the low-pressure

compressor, high-pressure compressor, high-pressure turbine, and low-

pressure turbine is located fore-and-aft in line with the reactor. The

entire unit is mounted on a horizontal bedplate, which in turn is

permanently fixed to maintain alignment with the power absorber. Startup
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power is provided by a motor and clutch mounted on the bedplate and

coupled through a reduction gear to the compressor shaft at the forward

end of the rotating machinery. The remaining components are arranged as

on the shipboard power plant with the exception of the auxiliary service

heater and the auxiliary electrical generator which will not be part of

the prototype arrangement.

SHIELDING (R. Gulino, A. McClure)

A preliminary calculation to determine the radiation dose rate at

the outer surface of the prototype primary shield has been completed.

The calculations are based on the reactor and primary shield configuration

shown in Fig. 2.9.

For the reactor operating and up to 28 hrs. after shutdown the dose

rate was determined as a function of concrete shield thickness. The shield

activation was based on 20 yrs. of full power operation, and core fission

product buildup was based on 1000 hrs. of full power operation. The calcu-

lated dose rates are presented in Figs. 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12. The neutron

flux at the outer surface of the primary shield concrete are shown in

Fig. 2.13.

LOW FLOW DISTRIBUTION AND HEAT TRANSFER (TASK 9) (W. I. Thompson)

The reactor fuel channels will be provided with flow orifices, designed

so that at full power the gas outlet temperature from all channels will

be the same. Since the pressure drop per channel is combination of

friction drop, orifice drop, expansion acceleration and miscellaneous

other items, the distribution of flow among channels will change as the

total flow rate is decreased. At low total flow rates the relative flow

in the outer channels, where the friction drop is as comparatively small

fraction of the total drop, will increase relative to flow in the central

channel. Thus, if the outlet temperature from the central channel is kept

constant, the outlet temperatures from the outer channels will drop.
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Heat transfer in the channels will follow the usual turbulent

flow correlations until the Reynolds number drops below the critical

value. Since the Reynolds number at full load in the central channel

is about 30,000, the flow will be completely streamline at flow rates

about 6 percent of full load and partially streamline about 15 percent

of full flow.

A study(l) was made of flow distribution and effective heat transfer

coefficients in the reactor core at low flow rates for both helium, the

normal reactor coolant, and air, the coolant proposed for emergency

cooling in case system pressure cannot be maintained.

It was concluded from this study that:

1. The flow distribution with helium will not depart seriously

from ideal at part-load conditions down to 10 percent of full

load.

2. The flow distribution with air will be approximately the same as

with helium, and will stay close to ideal down to a power level

of 2 percent of full load.

3. The film drop in the streamline range will be smaller than the

film drop calculated by the usual turbulent flow equation.

4. Under the same conditions of inlet and outlet gas temperature the

film temperature drops at part-load, with helium, will be less

than the film temperature drop at full load conditions. In the

streamline region the film drop will tend to be still smaller.

5. The film drops with air will be roughly 38 percent greater than

with helium, in the turbulent range. Thus, cooling air

temperatures should be maintained slightly lower to obtain the

same fuel surface temperatures.

On the basis of this study the equipment for shutdown and emergency

cooling has been designed for maximum allowable temperature rise. A

moderate allowance was made for improper flow distribution at very low

flow rates.
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EMERGENCY AND SHUTDOWN COOLING (TASK 9) (D. Olding, G. B. Webb)

Preliminary specifications for the emergency and shutdown cooling

system have been prepared.(2) Under pressurized conditions the

helium coolant will be circulated by a small centrifugal compressor

in a closed cooling loop. At atmospheric pressure, helium, or air,

will be circulated in the same closed loop using low-speed, positive

displacement, rotary blowers. Provision is also made for open-cycle

cooling with air. Coolant circulation through the reactor can be effected

in either direction so that cooling can be provided in case of a leak

in the reactor vessel or ducting.

Cooling with helium under pressure was based on a minimum pressure

level of 300 psiaand investigations showed that a moderate increase in

compressor horsepower would permit extending the minimum pressure level to

a much lower pressure. Thus, 50 psia was established as a design value.

At higher pressure levels the compressor speed is reduced to maintain

required horsepower at or below design value.

The compressor is sized to circulate 1.62 lbs/sec. of helium at inlet

conditions of 50 psia and 1160F and with a pressure rise of 1.31 psia;

calculated horsepower, assuming 70 percent efficiency, is 25.

The atmospheric compressors (2 will be required) are each sized to

circulate, by means of a variable speed motor drive, 9.35 lbs/sec of air,

or 1.74 lb/sec of helium with inlet conditions of 120F and atmospheric

pressure, with a pressure rise of 10 psi for air and 4.3 for helium.

Compressor horsepower required (70 percent efficiency) is 421 for air and

272 for helium. (2)

An analysis of component failure for the emergency and shutdown

cooling system has also been made. This study has shown that adequate

alternate means of emergency cooling is provided for any single component

failure. Further, if any two major components fail at the same time, there

is sufficient flexibility in the system to provide adequate emergency

cooling except in the highly improbable case of rupture of the inner duct
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in the concentric ducting between the reactor and the isolation plugs.

This would allow short-circuiting of the coolant flow before it reaches

the reactor. If this is considered a credible accident, cooling the

reactor by flooding with water would then be possible.

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT (TASK 9) (G. B. Webb)

In the previous quarterly progress report (GA-1259) it was indicated

that a loss-of-coolant accident would result in the fuel element rods

in the center of the core reaching 2000 F in about.half an hour. The

effect of operating the reactor with an outlet temperature of 1500F

rather than 1300 F has been determined,(3) and the effect of thermal

resistance between fuel element shroud and moderator has also been

investigated. A comparison of the 1300 F and 1500F cases with respect

to approximate times, in minutes, for the hottest rod to reach 2000 F

is as follows:

Outlet temperature before shutdown, OF 1300 1500

Thermal resistance

None 361 26

Equivalent to 12 mil He gap 7 4-5

A fuel element composed of 30 1/h-in. rods arranged in a circular array

similar to the 37-rod design, but with the 7 inner rods replaced by a

cylinder, has been proposed in hopes of improving the radiant heat

transfer from fuel element rods to moderator in case of loss-of-coolant

An analysis 3) of radiant heat transfer indicated no particular advantage

for the proposed 30-rod element.

HEAT TRANSFER FOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS (TASK 15) (W. I. Thompson)

A Fortran computer program for dynamic analysis of the complete MGCR

power plant includes estimates of the thermal and nuclear characteristics

of the reactor. Certain simplifying assumptions have been made in the

thermal analysis of the reactor, however, which require some special

considerations in selecting values for over-all heat transfer coefficients.
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These are:

1. Unsteady state conduction in solid portions of the core can be

treated by an effective constant heat transfer coefficient. ()

2. Radial variations in flow can be treated by using a radial

average convection coefficient.(5)

3. Fuel and moderator are cooled by the same coolant stream, i.e.,

there is no separate cooling system for the moderator.

A comparison of the exact solutions for cooling of a slab or cylinder

(unsteady state) with approximate solutions using equivalent steady state

coefficients indicates that constant over-all coefficients can be used for

transient calculations with certain precautions. This analysis resulted

in the following equations for the constant over-all coefficients to be

used in transient calculations for the MGCR power plant:

U1
fuel 0.00150 + 0.0555

M.8

u - 1

moderator 0.0360 + 0.186
0M .8M

where: M = helium flow through reactor, lbs/sec

U = over-all heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(sec)(F)
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III. ROTATING MACHINERY

DEVELOP REFERENCE DESIGN OF ROTATING MACHINERY (TASK 5) (B. Kazarinov,
F. E. McDonald, A. McClure)

Machinery Design

A study was made to determine the temperature rise caused by the sudden

throttling of the drive turbine to zero power, which causes the propeller

to be turbine driven for a short period of time, thereby, "fanning" the blades

in dead gas. Investigations to alleviate this undesirable rise in temperature

condition showed that by maintaining a gas flow of approximately 1% during the

turbine slowing-down period the temperature rise would be eliminated.

An additional study was made to determine "blade rubbing over-speed" for

each compressor and turbine, with an initial hot running clearance of 0.0015

ins/in. of tip diameter. The results of this study, given in Table 3.1, are

preliminary, pending finalization of blade and disc design.

Table 3.1

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF "BLADE RUBBING OVER-SPEED"
INVESTIGATIONS

Machine Expecting Rubbing Speed Overspeed (%)

Low-pressure 15,372 26
compressor (LPC)

High-pressure 16,3t8 3
compressor (HPC)

High-pressure 19,520 60
turbine (HPT)

Low-pressure 15,200 100
turbine (LIT)

Absorption System

The power absorption system, which consists of two aircraft compressors

and a reduction gear, has been tentatively selected as the mechanism for

dissipating and measuring the output of the power turbine.

65
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Medium-speed water brakes have been considered recently for this

application because of their high degree of reliability, simplicity and

durability. The relatively low cost of a reduction sear with a ten-to-

one ratio will permit the use of a medium-speed water brake with the

MGCR plant. Further investigation of these brakes will be undertaken.

WESTINGHOUSE TEST PROGRAM

Lubrication and Sealing System Development (H. E. Holmes, A. McClure)

Assembly of the bearing and seal test rig at Westinghouse was completed

during the quarter. Figure 3.1 shows the rig pressure vessel containing the

bearings, seals, and shaft at the right center, the step-up gear and DC

drive motor mounted in line with the shaft, the two oil-gas separators and

helium-oil reservoir at the left, and the air-oil or atmospheric reservoir,

into which the end seals drain, below floor level beneath the cover plates

in the right foreground. Instrumentation and drive-motor controls are

mounted in the panels in the right background.

Vibration amplitudes during testing were consistently very low at all

speeds up to the full speed of 13,000 rpm, and no balancing of the shaft

was found necessary.

The initial runs to check out the general operation of the system were

made at atmospheric pressure with the bearings supplied with oil at about

20 psi. No seal gas was circulated.

Future tests will be divided into several steps:

1. Pressurization of the system to 60-70 psi with air and a bearing

pressure of 65-80 psi. Seal air leakage will be vented to the

room on the discharge side of the separators.

2. Closing of the system loop and installation of the shutdown blower

and helium recovery compressor, and pressurizing the system to the

full system pressure of 750 to 800 psi. The seal gas leaving the

absorbent filter will then be returned to the barrel by the shut-

down blower, and the helium recovery compressor will take helium

expelled in the reservoir and return it to the barrel.
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3. Installation of the seal-gas supply compressor to furnish buffer

gas at high pressures upstream of the flow-limiting orifices to

simulate actual operating conditions in the gas turbine itself.

A complete check-out of the effectiveness of orifice-control will

thus be made possible. During all of the tests pertinent data

on oil and gas leakage, temperatures, oil contamination, etc.,

will be recorded and number of transients will be simulated in

order to determine the effect on the performance of the system.

Gas-turbine Sealing and Lubrication

The gas turbine lube and seal diagrams have been revised to show

changes in cycle conditions. Figure 3.2 represents a schematic diagram

of the present concept.

In the present conceptya small amount of cycle gas is bled from the

high-pressure compressor discharge and passed through a filter and cold

trap to remove any radioactive material. This clean, cool, buffer gas

is then used as a barrier against radioactive contamination of the lube

oil, and for protection against the hot gas entering the bearing housings.

The flow to each seal is regulated by an upstream orifice. Spring-loaded

labyrinth seals are used to direct the barrier gas flow both Into the

cycle and into the seal housing. The gas which leaks into the seal cav-

ity mixes with the lube oil and drains to the oil-gas separation system.

The lube oil is contained in a closed system, and is pumped from

a low-pressure reservoir through a cooler, filter, and regulators to the

various bearings. Oil is supplied at full system pressure to the bear-

ings which run flooded. After passing through the bearings, the lube-

oil pressure is then reduced through an orifice to the pressure level

of the reservoir. Each bearing has a floating ring seal on either side

to control the oil side flow. Inboard oil leakage past this seal ring

mixes with the clean barrier gas, the gas-oil mixture is scavenged from

the housing and flows to a separation system where it enters a tank where

the solid oil settles out. A mixture of gas, oil vapor, and suspended

oil droplets leaves the settling tank and enters a coalescing-filter

where the oil droplets are removed. The oil vapor is then removed in an

adsorbent filter medium and the clean gas is returned through an orifice

and re-enters the cycle.
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End sealing is accomplished by two oil bushing seals, one of which

is the outboard journal bearing seal. The relief drain is maintained at

about 30 psi pressure to minimize oil leakage flow to the atmospheric

oil system. The small amount of leakage across the outermost oil seal

drains to a settling tank for removal of entrained air and foam, and is

eventually pumped back to the reservoir.

Static seals consisting of circumferential "0" rings are provided to:

(1) premit evacuation of the turbomachinery by eliminating air

in-flow, and

(2) prevent escape of cycle gas when the machinery and oil pumps

are stopped.

The bearing and seal installation at the low-pressure compressor inlet

shaft extension is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The lube oil for the thrust bearings is supplied from a separate

reservoir vented to the atmosphere. The overall lube-oil system is

divided into two separate systems:

(1) the helium-oil system which supplies the high-pressure oil

to the journal bearings,

(2) the air-oil system which supplies the low-pressure oil to the

thrust.bearings. There is a minimum of mixing between the two systems

which minimizes the rate of air addition to the helium-oil system. This

entrained air is contained in the small oil flow pumped from the reservoir

operating at atmospheric pressure to the helium-oil reservoir, and is

equivalent to the oil leakage flow from the end bushing seals.

When the machinery is shut down the two systems are isolated by the

static seals and all components in the air-oil system, such as thrust

bearings, end seals, reservoir, pumps, filters, etc., are at atmospheric

pressure and may be serviced even though the turbomachinery and helium-

oil portion of the lube and seal system are under helium pressure.

A seal gas supply compressor supplies and circulates buffer gas when

the gas turbine is stopped or running at low speed during shutdown or

startup.
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Power Turbine Dummy Piston Gas Supply

The power turbine dummy piston design formerly created a problem during

maneuvering when the throttle valve was partially or fully closed. The

pressure balance of the turbine would be disturbed due to the exhaust

pressure rising as the throttle valve closed, while the inlet pressure

remained essentially constant.

The dummy piston was formerly supplied with gas from the high-pressure

compressor discharge and produced a thrust corresponding to this pressure.

The dummy-piston diameter has, therefore, been increased to a diameter

slightly larger than the turbine hub and the dummy piston, by being vented

to the crossover zone, now operates at low-pressure turbine inlet pressure.

In this manner, the thrust of the turbine is kept nearly constant regard-

less of throttle valve position.

TURBO-MACHINERY DESIGN (TASK 4)

Critical speed calculations of several rotor configurations have demon-

strated that the two bearing dual compressor shaft is a practical config-

uration at 1300 F if solid rotor compressor shafts are used.

In view of the possibility of upgrading the present 1300F machine to

1500 F, critical speeds were determined for the 1500 F turbine machinery

of the high-pressure power turbine configuration. This study indicated

the possibility of obtaining a satisfactory two-bearing, two-component

span for a 1500 F cycle.

A report on the 1150-psi preliminary reference design was issued during

May.(1) This report compared the high-pressure drive scheme to the low-

pressure drive scheme at design temperatures of 1300 F and 1500 F.

A review of the turbine design showed that the high-pressure drive can

be built using the same hub diameters in both turbines. This is a result

of the high-pressure (power)-turbine operating with low axial velocity,

which the low-pressure (compressor) turbine operates at high axial velocities.

The resulting configuration has one less turbine stage and one less com-

pressor stage than that described in GTM-94.(1) The nine-stage power tur-

bine operates-at 8140 rpm, and has a hub diameter of 16.43-in.

(l)Paul A. Berman, 1150 PSI Reference Design and Turbomachinery Drive

Selection, May 18, 1960
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The compressor turbine hub diameter, set at 16.43-in., resulted in a

small increase in the last stage hub tip ratio, from 0.691 to 0.694. The

compressor running speed was set by the turbine design at 12,100 rpm.

Preliminary designs of the main gear indicated that operation with an

input speed of 8140 rpm was feasible. The main gear "K" factors were 140

first stage of 130 second stage reduction. The "K" factors can be reduced

by increasing the output speed above 100 rpm and, or by the addition of

stages to the power turbine and decreasing its running speed.

Compressor Development

At the conclusion of the last quarter, testing of the low solidity

(32 blades) inlet guide vane had been completed for various stagger angle

settings. All tests at this solidity were run with the mirror image static

blades installed.

During this quarter quantitative testing of the high solidity (48 blades)

inlet guide vane at the three stagger angle settings: design, four degree

open and four degree closed was completed. The design stator blades were

installed for these tests and the model configuration was as follows:

Rotor solidity - 63 blades design stagger angle
Stator solidity- 56 blades design stagger angle

With the completion of the inlet guide vane tests the 48-blade vane

was retained in the model with the stagger angle set at 180 30-ft. The

tunnel was prepared for testing at various pressure levels to determine

the effect of Reynolds number. During this period test runs have been

made from 1 atm. to 5 atm. This gives a range of Reynolds number from

90,000 to 450,000. For each level tested the speed line runs from a

pressure coefficient of 0.25 to the stall point, which varies with pressure

level, to approximately 0.65. The flow coefficient for these tests varies

from 0.45 to 0.70.

Computed data on the Reynolds effect did not correlate as expected for

the 4 and 5 atm. runs. Therefore, these two pressure level runs were re-

peated and data submitted to the computer group, for reduction. Upon re-

ceipt of these results a final evaluation can be made.
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CYCLE ANALYSIS (D. F. Putnam, A. McClure)

1500 F Operation. A study of turbine gauging requirements to operate

the prototype plant at 1500 F and design speed(2) was completed. It was

determined that operation at design speed, design flow, and design pressure

ratio can be achieved by opening the compressor turbine about 10 per cent

and closing the power turbine about 2 per cent. However, operation of the

prototype plant very close to the design point can be achieved by opening

the compressor turbine between 12 and 13 per cent and leaving the power

turbine unchanged. The 1500 F operation will require reblading of the

high-pressure turbine. New high temperature blading will be installed and

at the same time the blading will be opened, i.e. flow area increased.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the plant operating at 1500 F with only the high-

pressure turbine rebladed. Cycle inventory is reduced to 76 per cent in

order to maintain 32,000 HP output. At a pressure ratio of 2.6, the plant

will run -at slightly higher than normal speed. Efficiencies of the com-

pressors are off 0.003 per cent while power turbine efficiency is off

one per cent. 'Bleed flow is 1 per cent higher in order to accomplish

the additional turbine cooling. The plant will be designed to operate for

1000 hrs. at these conditions.

High-pressure Drive Cycle

Consideration has been given to a variation of the cycle in which the

high-pressure turbine propulsion power, and the low-pressure turbine drives

the compressor. Westinghouse has completed a heat balance for this cycle

and off design characteristics have been established. The principal ad-

vantage of this arrangement is that the stresses in the high-pressure tur-

bine blades are greatly reduced due to the reduction in rotating speed.

With constant circulating inventory, characteristics of this cycle in-

dicate that maximum cycle temperature changes very little over a wide

range of reactor power and compressor shaft speeds. This indicated that

reactor power cannot be controlled by sensing high-pressure turbine ex-

haust temperature changes.

A suitable control system for this cycle must, therefore, be established

in order to evaluate both types of systems on an equivalent basis.

(2) See MGCR Design Data Sheet, Page
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IV. REACTOR PHYSICS

BIOLOGICAL SHIELD (TASK 12) (J. M. Stein, H. A. Vieweg, J. R. Seibold)

Prototype Shielding Design Criteria

The prototype shielding design criteria have been changed on the

basis of assumptions as to the source level tolerable in the primary

loop, and the adoption of a non-pressure vessel type containment

enclosure vented to a stack.

The loop source used for the design of the shielding is tentatively

based on the release of 5 percent of the fission products produced in

five fuel rods. The equilibrium level in the loop is based on no

removal of gaseous fission product radioactivity except by decay, on

the removal of 50 percent of the volatile fission products, and

removal of all the particulate matter by a purification system which handles

the entire system gas volume once every hour.

Calculations are being made to re-evaluate shielding requirements

based on revised source estimates. Preliminary results indicate that

the primary shield will have a nominal thickness of 6 ft. of concrete

on the side of the reactor away from the machinery compartment. For the

side toward the propulsion equipment, estimates are being obtained for a

composite shield of iron and water which will conform as closely as possible

to anticipated shipboard space limitations. Nominal secondary shield

thickness is presently estimated at one foot of concrete.

Fuel Handling Techniques

An alternate method for removal and storage of the pressure-vessel

head and the handling of spent fuel elements has been considered. This

method consists of surrounding the outside of the pressure vessel with

water which will serve as top shielding instead of the usual assembly

of solid shielding required around a removable pressure-vessel head. The

pool of water is connected to the spent fuel-element storage pool by means

77
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of a canal; the canal is large enough to permit transferring the pressure-

vessel head under water into the storage pool in the same manner the spent

fuel elements are transferred. Thus the need for special casks and shield-

ing which would be used during routine loading and unloading operations is

eliminated.

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS (TASK 13) (J. M. Stein. R. G. Bardes, E. M. Gillette,
A. J. Goodjohn, S. H. Levine, J. R. Seibold, H. A. Vieweg)

MGCR Critical Facility

During this period the MGCR critical facility was completed and initial

loading of highly enriched fuel with graphite moderator in the assembly

was begun. The assembly is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Safeguards Report

Approval to operate the MGCR critical facility was granted by the

Atomic Energy Commission. Initial operation, however, is limited to a

maximum power level of one watt with an integrated energy release of no

greater than 4-whrs/wk. The critical assembly will by operated at this

level until information concerning radioactive effluents and sky-shine

are obtained and show that higher operations, up to 500-w level, are safe.

Shock Absorber and Safety-rod Drives

Initial difficulty with the shock absorbers, described in previous

quarterly reports (GA-1195, GA-1259) delayed critical assembly construction

for two weeks. The shape of the Metalflex material in the shock absorbers

prevented the system from functioning properly. Consequently, several

shapes and sizes of Metalflex had to be made before the proper combination

was obtained. The vendor checked out this system at the plant, with a

single-piston rather than a dual-piston system which the critical assembly

employs. The extrapolation from a single-piston to a dual-piston shock

absorber was not correct. Each shock absorber has been tested with at

least 60 full-height rod drops, and one shock absorber system has been

checked by scramming the rod over 100 times from full height. Careful

measurements after these tests indicated that there was no deterioration

of the system. This should be an adequate test as it is not expected to
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scram these rods from full height more than one hundred times during the

next year and a half. The safety-rod drives, except for minor modification,

operated satisfactorily from the beginning. Figure 4.2 shows the upper

portion of the shock absorber; rod drives, can also be observed in the upper

left of this figure.

Instrumentation

A specially designed composite amplifier which will be used to supply

current to the electromagnets and to provide an electronic scram for some

of the safety channels has been tested and found satisfactory. The original

design had to be modified slightly to permit checking out of the safety

channels with a neutron source.

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at Livermore Hotbox Experiments

These experiments are being carried out to determine analytically the

resonance absorption, in the fuel elements, as a function of geometry,

composition and temperature.

Initial experiments were made to obtain data for the basic bare core

and the relative worth of several UO2 filled and empty stainless steel tubes.

A 5-in. fuel spacing was used. Results were needed to predict more accurately

the critical heights for future experiments. Duplicate experiments with the

same basic core show that the reproducibility is within 0.1 in. of graphite

for cold cores. Preliminary estimates based on these results are shown in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

1/2-in. UO2 FILLED TUBES

No.of 4-in.Fuel 5-in. Fuel 4-in.Fuel 5-in.Fuel No.of No.of
Tubes Cold Crit. Cold Crit. 1150 F 1150F 1-in. 5-in.

(in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) Foils Foils

72 58.3 67.5 73.7 90 216 216

108 61.8 71.9 79.4 98 240 240

144 65.5 76.7 86.0 -- 252 -

(Lawrence Radiation Laboratory has only 208 2-mil foils. They will use 2
1-mil foils in corners.)
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The filled tubes contain an upper void ranging from zero to 12-in,

thus only the lower 7-ft. of the tube can be placed in the core. This

restricts the maximum core height to approximately 84-in. In order

to use a maximum number of tubes, a 4-in. fuel spacing is required. At

the present time, only 208 each of the 2-mil and 1-mil fuel foils are

available. Plans are to use 2 1-mil foils in the corner fuel channels

and, if necessary, on the upper surface of the core. Placing the

double elements in extreme locations will reduce the magnitude of

correction necessary, thus improving the accuracy of experimental

data. The double fuel elements introduce twice the amount of stainless

steel per element, in addition to providing a 2-mil thickness of

stainless steel between the 1-mil fuel foils.

Another change resulting from the initial experiments is that the

3/4-in. 0.D. tubes will be used for hot runs instead of the 1/2-in. OD

tubes. This change resulted from data showing that the UO2 poison is

only 35 percent that of the stainless steel tube. By changing to the 3/4-in.

tubes this number will be approximately 70 percent because of the larger

U 2 /stainless steel ratio.

The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL) hazards committee required

that a non-nuclear hot run be conducted totest the equipment and the

structural integrity of the filled tubes at elevated temperatures. The

core was over stacked to 72-in. using a 5-in fhel spacing, and contained

72 filled tubes. In this run, 72 1-ft. long stainless steel sleeves were

used as spacers to lift the upper void space above the active core. The

tube support arrangement employed is shown in Fig. 4.3.

The core was heated to approximately 1150 F in about 12 hrs., and was

then allowed to cool. The core was supercritical at room temperature

and subcritical at 1150 F and it was thus possible to observe the

increase in multiplication as it cooled.

As the just-critical point was approached, heat was again applied

and the core temperature stabilized. Data taken during this run will be

useful for checking analytical and normalization techniques. This
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particular core achieved criticality at 175 F.

Subsequent hot runs were made using 144 tubes (See Fig. 4.4) all of

which were 3/4-in. except for the 16 tubes surrounding the control rods.

The cooling ports surrounding the control rods are 3/4-in. diameter and

are not large enough to allow insertion of the 3/4-in. tube; one-half

inch tubes were used in these locations. Actual worths of the 1/2-in. tubes

was determined later in the experimental program. Table 4.2 represents

a compilation of data derived from experiments run through June 6, 1960.

GENERAL ATOMIC LINEAR ACCELERATOR EXPERIMENTS

Neutron The rmalization Measurements

The experimental program on neutron thermalization in BeO was

completed during this quarter. The BeO blocks, which were obtained on

loan from the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL) were individually wrapped

in thin aluminum foil to prevent contamination of the General Atomic

Linear Accelerator facility with BeO dust. The thermal spectra in two

fairly highly poisoned BeO assemblies were investigated. The poison

concentrations were chosen as representative of the possible poison

concentrations used in the BeO experiments at LRL and with the MGCR

critical experimental program. It was realized that the use of a highly

poisoned assembly would somewhat mask the details of the effects of

crystalline binding on the thermal neutron spectrum. However, the

corresponding short time associated with the decay of the thermal neutron

pulse in the assembly enabled a much simpler experimental setup to be

used in the time-of-flight analysis of the spectrum. The two poison

concentrations used corresponded to approximately 0.4 and 0.8 barns per

Be atom. The poison was in the form of boron steel sheets inserted at

uniform spacing in the BeO stack. Measurements were all made at room

temperature. In addition to the spectra measurements, the small size of

the BeO stack and the localized nature of the fast neutron source necessi-

tated an experimental determination of the spatial variation of the thermal
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Table 4.2

EXPERIMENTS COMPLETED AT THE LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
HOTBOX FACILITY

Date Temp(0C) Core Remarks
Height
(in.)

5/10 22.5 60 Basic 5-in. spacing core

5/12 23.5 72 144 1/2-in. empty tubes

5/12 25.2 73 No fuel in 72-in. layer

5/12 25.5 73 3 UL -filled tubes in position
N-il E-11; N-23, Ell; S-23,
W-23 No fuel in 72-in.

(All above 5-in. spacing of fuel)

5/16 19.0 53 Basic 4 -in. spacing core

5/16 20.0 54 Basic 4 -in. spacing core

5/17 19.0 55 No fuel in 54-in layer

5/17 19.3 55 Fuel in 5 4 -in. layer

5/17 19.7 55 72 empty ss tubes in core 1/2-in.

5/17 19.9 56 72 empty ss tubes in core 1/2-in.

5/18 19.1 57 72 empty se tubes in core 1/2-in.

5/18 20.2 58 72 2J-filled tubes

5/19 14.7 57 72 UX2-filled tubes

(All above 4 -in. spacing of fuel)

16.5

15.4

13. 5

14.3

14.5

60

72

70

71

72

Basic 5-in. spacing core

64 Io -filled 3/4-in. and 8 m
filled 1/2-in. (no collars)

64 UO -filled 3/4-in. and 8 U02
filled 1/2-in. (with collars and
clamps)

64 UOT -filled 3/4-in. and 8 UT 2
filled 1/2-in. (with collars and
clamps)

64 UJ -filled 3/4-in. and 8 UO
filled 1/2-in. (with collars and
clamps)

5/20

5/23

5/24

5/24

5/25
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Date Temp( C) Core Remarks
Height
(in.)

5/25 17.5 72 72 3/4-in. TX filled tubes in core
collars and cSamps on, hot run
thermocouples in. (T.C.'s worth

0.0974 F.V. poison)

5/26 90.40 72 Temperature corrected

5/26 87.50 72 Source out, -0.00251 F.V.
subcritical

5/26 75.90 72 Temperature corrected

5/26 75.65 72 Temperature corrected

5/31 31.95 72 (0.0875 F.V. for H 0 driven off,

using 0.004 F.V./o )

6/3 29.1 65 128 3/4-in. and 16 1/2-in. U2-
filled tubes, 4-in. spacing.

6/6 21.1 66 66th inch = .2063 F.V.; 4.85-in./
F.V.

6/6 24.0 67 67th inch = .2467 F.V.; 4.05-in./
F.V. (source in temperature
corrected)

6/7 22.9 72 Without thermocouples or trays

6/7 72 With thermocouples and trays

6/8 109.5 72 Hot run basic core (trays and
thermocouples in place)

6/8 204.0 72 Hot run basic core (trays and
thermocouples in place)

260 72 Hot mn basic core (trays and
thermocouples in place)

i
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neutron spectrum. This was performed using the high poison concentrations

to investigate the spatial variation of 1.4 ev indium resonance neutrons.

Fermi Age Measurements

The same BeO blocks employed in the thermalization studies were also

used in a determination of the Fermi age for fission neutrons in BeO.

This parameter is required for the nuclear analysis of BeO moderated

cores and is a very difficult parameter to calculate due to the presence

of (n,2n) neutrons in BeO. The use of the fast neutron source provided

by the linear accelerator was not ideal, however, for these measurements

and necessitated the design of an adequate thermal column for the fast

neutrons before proceeding with the experiments. In addition, since the

linear accelerator fast neutron source is accompanied by a large high-

energy bremsstrahlung background, it was necessary to design extensive

gamma-ray shielding for the experiment. The final setup consisted of a

4-ft. cube of graphite with the fast neutron source in the center. The

BeO blocks were stacked in a column 18-in. by 6-ft. long with the 18-in.

by 18-in. face adjacent to the 4-ft. by 4-ft. face of the graphite. A

fission plate consisting of 0.084-in. of U-235-Al alloy containing

approximately 40 w/o U was placed along the BeO stack from the BeO-

graphite interface for one foot. Cadmium-covered indium foils were

irradiated at accurately spaced points along the axis of the BeO assembly.

Similar foils were also used to measure the lateral distributions of the

same 1.4 ev indium resonance neutrons. Repeated runs were necessary

in order to obtain adequate statistical accuracy. The data is presently

being evaluated and the complete final results will be available early in

the next quarter.

NUCLEAR DESIGN OF REACTOR (TASK 22) (J. M. Stein, L. R. Amyot, A. J.
Goodjohn, A. D. McWhirter, H. A. Vieweg)

Studies on Beryllia Reactor Experiment (BRE)

Investigations were started to determine the nuclear requirements

for the 10-Mw thermal experimental reactor (BRE). Early consideration
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was given to a reactor of the same size as the present MGCR prototype,

but with only 44 fuel elements distributed in the 76-in. diameter and

length core. Such a test reactor would have, among other advantages,

the capability of being quickly converted to the full-fledged prototype.

However, this core configuration has the serious disadvantage of having

a much more severe depression of the thermal flux from the moderator

block into the fuel element than would the prototype core configuration.

Simulation of the proper heating and stress conditions in the BeO in

such a core would be difficult.

A more concerted effort has gone into calculation of close-packed

cores having the same unit cell as in the prototype. Sketches of the

core layouts which are being considered are shown in Figs. 4.5-4.8. Core

configurations such as these will permit simulating prototype moderator

conditions more closely, but will in turn have the general drawback

of a higher disadvantage factor within the fuel element, giving a dis-

proportionate power load to the outer ring of 12 fuel pins as compared

to the prototype.

Calculations concerning configuration BRE-l (Fig. 4.5) have been

made with the S8 code to show the thermal flux shape in the fuel element.

This fuel element has been subdivided into four regions; shroud, outer

ring of 12 fuel pins, inner ring of 6 fuel pins, and the center non-fuel-

bearing rod. Void volume and cladding were proportioned with the number

of rods in each region. Because the BeO diluent represents a potential

slowing down source for thermal neutrons, the calculations were made

both with no source in fueled rods and with a source proportional to the

fraction of BeO present in the fueled regions.

Figure 4.9 shows the resulting flux distributions and indicates that

there is little error as result of ignoring the source of thermal neutrons

created by the diluent. The product of the self-shielding factor,

, within the fuel element and flux depression factor, KD, into the fuel

element is 0.355 in the case with no source for the diluent, and 0.375 for

the case with a source proportional to the amount of added diluent. The

constants code, OPTIM, gives the product as 0.363 for the particular case
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Fig. 4.-5--BRE configuration 1, square modules, 9 element type, effective
core diameter 28.8-in., reflector diameter 42.8-in., 44 fuel elements
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Fig. h.6--BRE configurations 2, square modules-9 element type, effective
core diameter 26-in., reflector diameter )+0--in., 36 fuel elements
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effective reflector diameter 37.2-in. diagonal 48.8-in., 37
fuel elements
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Fig. 4.8--BRE conflguratiori'4 hexagonal modules-7 element type,
effective core diameter 26.tI-in., reflector diameter 37.2-in.,
37 fuel elements
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considered; in this code, a modified diffusion-transport theory treatment

is employed which assumes no internal source even from the unfueled

center rod in the fuel element. The K5 KD product for the prototype

reference design core is 0.718.

S8 calculations were run for a unit cell applicable to any one of the

configurations in Figs. 4.5 - 4.8, with a total core loading for 44 fuel

elements of 100 kg of U-235 and 151 kg of U-238. This loading combination

maintains the diluent volume fraction in the fueled rods at 72.2 percent,

the same as in the prototype. The outer ring of 12 fuel pins is found to

produce 75 percent of the total power, or about 6.3 percent per rod, while

each of the 6 rods in the inner fuel ring of the bundle produces about 4.2

percent of the power. Calculations for the prototype, reported in the

previous quarterly report (GA-1259), indicate 5.8 percent and 5.1 percent

per rod, respectively, for the outer and inner fuel rings.

Of particular concern in the small, heavily loaded test reactor

is obtaining sufficient control rod worth to shutdown the reactor

while water flooded for the purpose of fuel reloading. The water flooding

effect will be somewhat more severe than in the prototype because of the

lower effective absorption of the water in the fuel element resulting from

the heavier fuel lumping in the experimental reactor, and because the

water will cause a proportionately greater decrease in effective neutron

temperature in the heavily loaded experimental reactor.

Table 4.3 gives nuclear parameters and reactivity estimates for

core configurations BRE-1, BRE-2, and BRE-3, including the estimated

shutdown margin for water flooded conditions with thermally black control

rods of the size and number indicated in Figs. 4.5 - 4.7. In all cases,

satisfactory shutdown margin is obtained.

Power distributions have been obtained by means of PDQ calculations

for the core configurations designated BRE-2 and BRE-3. For BRE-2,

Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 give the normalized radial power density ratios

for each fuel element in the rodded and unrodded sections of the core.

Similar information for BRE-3 is given in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13.
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PLAN VIEW OF QUARTER SECTION
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PLAN VIEW OF QUARTER SECTION
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Table 4.3

NUCLEAR PARAMETERS AND REACTIVITY ESTIMATES FOR
BRE REACTORS

Core Configuration

BRE-1 BRE-2 BRE-3

Number of fuel elements 44 36 37

Effective core diameter, in. 28.8 26.0 26.4

Core length, in. 76.0 76.0 76.0

Effective radial reflector
thickness, in. 7.0 7.0 4.0

Reactor diameter, ft

Initial U-235 loading, kg 100.0 100.0 150.0

Initial U-238 loading, kg 151.0 74.0 29.0

Effective neutron energy, ev

Hot clean 0.112 0.121 0.128

Cold clean 0.041 0.049 -

Water-flooded 0.055 0.039 -

Fermi Age, cm2

Hot and cold clean 149.1 179.3 179.4

Water-flooded 97.8

Resonance escape probability

Hot clean 0.764 0.799 0.891

Cold clean 0.805 0.835 -

Water-flooded 0.866 0.904 -

Disadvantage factor

Hot clean 3.10 3.23 4.10

Cold clean - 4.64

Water-flooded 4.71 5.52

e ff

Hot clean 1.112 1.052 1.047

Cold clean 1.088 -

Water-flooded 1.335 1.333 -

Number of control rods 5 5 4

Shutdown margin, water-flooded,% 2%
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For configurations BRE-1, BRE-2 or BRE-3, adjustment of rod positions

to match essentially the expected prototype axial power distribution

should be feasible.

PROTOTYPE NUCLEAR DESIGN

Nonuniform Burnup

A study was made of 3-zone reloading to determine the fuel cycle

cost. In this type of reloading scheme the fuel is shifted in three

equal volume zones from the outside of the core radially inward with

three such shifts constituting the completed cycle of the fuel. Fresh

fuel is loaded in the outer region and depleted fuel removed from the

innermost region. Table 4.4 shows a preliminary comparison of this

scheme with a batch-loaded core computed for uniform and nonuniform

b urnup.

The calculations in the table were made for a reactor with a

6.37-ft. core diameter and length with a 7-in. BeO reflector. The

reactor contained 316 fuel elements each consisting of a 19-rod bundle

of 3/8-in, rods, the center rod contained no fuel. A double shroud

between the bundles and moderator was included. The BeO dilution of

the fuel rods is around 70 percent.

The uniform burnup calculation is idealistic and represents the

ultimate in fuel shifting for a single reloading per core life. The

non-uniform burnup calculation by comparison illustrates the reduction

in core life and increase in fuel cycle cost accompanying non-uniform

burnup in the radial direction. The three values fbr final composition

are for three radial zones of equal volume. The burnup costs for this

case are computed on the basis of evaluating credit for spent fuel on

the basis of handling the three zones separately.

The 3-zone reloading scheme shows a gain over the nonuniform burnup

almost in line with infinite radial shifting of fuel. This is possible

because the excess reactivity required at the beginning of a reloading

cycle is less as each cycle runs for only 0.95 yrs.,thus reducing inventory

charges.
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Table 4.4

COMPARISONS OF UNIFORM BURNUP, NON-UNIFORM RADIAL
BURNUP AND 3-ZONE READING SCHEMES

Initial U-235, ,kg

Initial U-238, kg

Initial enrichment, %
Core life, Yrs

Final U-235, kg

Final U-238, kg

Final enrichment, %

Uniform
Burnup

160

1650

8.84

3.39
74.2

1590

4.46

Non-Uniform
Radial Burnup

160

1650

8.84

2.65

24.0, 30.5, 35.9

524, 534, 540

4.38, 5.40 6.23

3-Zone
Reloading

145.7

1650

8.12

2.85

72.8

1600

4.35

Costs - Mills/SHP-hr

Conversion and reletting

Fabrication

Shipping

Reprocessing

Reconversion

Capital Investment

Inventory Interest

Burnup

Pu credit at $]2/g

Net fuel cycle cost
Mills/SHP-hr

0.056
0.142

0.017

0.118

0.010

0.021

0.542

1.577

2.483

0.364

2.119

0.072

0.182

0.022

0.175

0.057

0.022

0.570

1.646

2.746

0.473

2.274

o.o64

0.169

0.020

0.132

0.021

0.021

0.505

1.586

2.509

0.371

2.138

This preliminary comparison shows very little advantage from the

cost standpoint in moving fuel around. Since the 3-zone reloading

scheme requires opening the pressure vessel and shifting the fuel,

two additional times it can be of advantage only if the cost of this

additional work is less than the additional fuel cycle cost for batch

operation. This difference corresponds to about $50,000 as a permisdible

cost for opening the vessel and shifting the fuel, and current estimates

.. _f
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for this have been running many times higher.

In all three cases considered, uniform burnup in the axial direction

has been assumed. Even though the perturbations of the power distribution

due to control rods will increase the fuel cycle cost, it is assumed

that neglecting these effects illustrates the economics of radial

shifting of fuel.

Calculations were also made to determine the effect of non-uniform

axial burnup on core lifetime. In this study radially uniform burnup

was assumed for the prototype design and boron was used as a burnable

poison to reduce initial excess reactivity. The position of the rod bank

in the critical reactor was obtained as a function of core irradiation.

The rods would initially move into the core as the burnable poison is

gradually consumed and then out of the core as the fission product and non-

fissile plutonium buildup becomes predominant.

Thermal flux and power distributions were calculated at beginning

and endof life, and at the time of maximum control rod insertion.

The highest power peak occurred at maximum rod bank insertion with an

axial maximum-to-average power density of 2.7. At the end of life,

the axial power form factor dropped to 2.1, with the peak density then

occurring near the high-temperature end of the core.

Control-rod Absorber Study

A re-evaluation of various control-rod materials was completed

to compare nuclear characteristics and provide confirmation for the

selection of dysprosium as the absorber material for the MGCR prototype.

The materials considered were: boron, cadmium, hafnium, samarium,

gadolinium, erbium, dysprosium, and europium.

The comparison of the materials for satisfying MGCR control-rod

requirements led to the selection of dysprosium as the preferred absorber

material, with boron as a possible alternate. The compositions required

and maximum burnup expected for various boron-containing rods and dyspro-

sium oxide-cermet rods are given in Table 4.5. These values were computed

for the maximum absorption conditions expected for the blade-tips
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at the bottom of a centrally located 12-in. span cruciform rod of 3/8-in.

thickness, including 15-mil cladding. Both shutdown and burnup require-

ments are included, and the composition of the rods following the one or

two core life burnup is such that the control rods could be placed in a

new core and provide the required cold shutdown margin. The core life

used in the calculation was 2.71 yrs.

Table 4.5

COMPOSITION OF CONTROL RODS

imum v/o Maximum w/o Maximum a/o
of Absorber of Absorber Desruction of

Material Compound Compound Total Atoms
Core ore - r-- o 2Cre C -ore 2Core

Life Lives Life Lives Life Lives

B -- Stainless steel 29.7 57.4 11.0 28.3 7.3 12.9

B10 -- Stainless s tee 5.4 10.5 1.7 3.3 8.1 15.7

B C -- Stainless stee 44.0 85.1 16.6 59.1 7.4 13.5

B C -- Graphite 44.0 85.1 49.6 87.7 7.6 13.5

Dy 0 -- Stainless 14.5 22.9 14.4 22.7 2.6 5.3
2 3 steel

Heating Rates in Control Rods

A preliminary calculation of heating rates in control rods was

made from the standpoint of neutron heating, assuming that the absorber

material was boron and that the rods were stainless steel with respect

to gamma heating. This is expected to give an upper limit to the

heating rate; thus if a rare earth material is used, very little heating

will result from neutron absorption. The average total heating rate in a

rod located at the center of the core was estimated to be 8.7 w/cm 3 , with

a maximum value of 13.6 w/cm3 at the rod tip.

Temperature Coefficient

A re-evaluation of reactivity temperature coefficients has been

made for a 316-fuel-element prototype design with an initial loading

of 160 kg of U-235 and 1652 kg of U-238. The fuel elements consisted
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of 19-rod bundles (18 fueled rods) of 0.375-in. OD core life under

uniform burnup conditions was 2.71 yrs.

The reactivity temperature coefficients under hot operating

conditions are shown, for three average fuel temperatures, in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6

REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT TEMPERATURES

/4 per oC x 10

Prompt Temperature Coefficient Clean Beginning of End of Life
Life

16000F fuel temperature - 0.515 - 0.515 - 0.515
18000F fuel temperature - 0.302 - 0.302 - 0.302
2000 0 F fuel temperature - 0.141 - 0.141 - 0.141

Delayed Temperature Coefficient - 0.763 - 0.519 + 0.260

Total Temperature Coefficient

1600F fnel temperature - 1.278 - 1.034 - 0.255
1800OF fuel temperature - 1.065 - 0.821 - 0.042
20000 F fuel temperature - 0.904 - 0.660 + 0.119

(Note: As is customary, the coefficients are given per degree
centigrade to facilitate comparison with other reactors.)

The prompt temperature coefficients are based on calculations with the

Adler-Nordheim-Hinman code for a similar reactor, and'have been found

somewhat insensitive to changes in fuel element size and U-238 loading.

The delayed coefficients are calculated from the results of OPTIM code

calculations of the same core at 10000 F and 14500 F average moderator

temperatures.

The very marked shift of the delayed coefficient toward positive

values as the core burns out, as a result of the positive contribution

from a low-energy Pu-239 resonance, is somewhat counteracted by a similar

Pu-24 0 resonance.
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If the average moderator temperature is increased to about

1300 F to correspond to a gas outlet temperature of 1500F, the initial

delayed coefficients will tend to be less negative and the delayed

coefficients at end of life could become more positive.

Kinetics

The prompt neutron lifetime for the unrodded preliminary reference

design was calculated to be 1.86 x 10 sec. This was made up of a slowing

down time from fast to thermal energies of 0.60 x 10 4 sec. and a thermal

diffusion time of 1.26 x 10~ sec.

The hot reactivity insertion rate for the complete 16-rod bank

moving at a rate of 4 in/min. was found to be 7 x 10- bk/sec. Using

these data and the results of an earlier analysis of a startup

accident showed that the rods should always be pulled sequentially,

one at a time, in order to comply with the requirements that the cladding

temperature must never exceed 2100 F. This conclusion is based on

the conservative assumption that rod withdrawal is absolutely continuous,

whereas rods will actually be moved in steps; because of insufficient

rod worth, it should be possible initially to withdraw rapidly a

number of rods without running the risk of going critical.

It has been estimated that filling all the void volume of the

prototype core and reflector with water would result in a 5 percent in-

crease in reactivity. Deliberate flooding, e.g., in a loss-of-coolant

accident, would always be conducted with the rods fully inserted and, in

that event, the water-flooded core would still be 2 percent subcritical.

Accidental flooding of the reactor when it is at operating temperature

would generate a large amount of steam. The consequent increase in

the time required for filling the coolant channels would always be

more than sufficient to allow the scram system to function and avoid

a reactivity excursion.
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If the fast scram system should fail to operate, flooding could

cause an uncontrolled excursion. The severity of the accident would

then depend critically on the time taken to fill the reactor volume.

Rapid flooding of a cold, near critical reactor would be more

severe than the hot, critical accident because the flooding would

not be hampered by the formation of steam in the coolant channels.

Calculations were made to determine the power generation in

the fuel rods and moderator following a loss-of-coolant pressure

accident. The power released by fission is given off in a number of

forms: fission-product kinetic energy (165 mev) and 3 decay (9 mev)

providing heat to the fuel pin only; fast neutrons (4.9 mev) slowing down

mainly in the moderator and thus providing heat to the moderator only;

prompt,'(7.8 mev) and delayed/(7.2 mev) providing heat to both the

moderator and the fuel rod. Under steady-state operation, the moderator

generates 8.6 percent of the total reactor power, and the fuel rods the

remainder. Upon shutdown, the power generation directly from fission

(fission-product kinetic energy, promptfT, and fast neutrons) decays

sharply until the delayed neutrons become predominant. The power

generated by indirect processes (delayed, delayed 0) decays slowly,

and is dependent on the buildup of fission products that occurred before

shutdown. The sum of the powers from various sources that appear in

the fuel rods and in the moderator are shown in Figs. 4.14 - 4 .17 and

for the beginning and end-of-life conditions.

The following represents the data that were used in the calculations

and the assumptions made. The MGCR preliminary reference design core

served as a basis for calculations.

1. Physical properties of the core are as follows:

a. Prompt neutron lifetime (critical) for beginning and

end-of-life cases, 1.5 x 10~4 sec.

b. Beginning of life 3 fraction, 0.00641.
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c. End of life a fraction, 0.002879 (U-235) and 0.001162

(Pu-239).

d. Shutdown margin, 7% for beginning of life, 40% for end of

life.

2. The scram history was assumed as follows:

a. For the beginning-of-life accident, with the rods over

halfway inserted.

(i) At t = 0, pressure loss occurs

(ii) At t = 120 ms, scram is initiated

(iii) At t = 220 ins, rods begin to move in

(iv) At t = 2.22 sec. rods are fully inserted

b. For the end-of-life accident, with the rods at the top

of the core.

(1) At t = 0, pressure loss occurs

(ii) At t = 120 ms, scram is initiated

(iii) At t = 220 ms, rods begin to move in

(iv) At t = 820 ms, rods are halfway in and have
shut the core down by 20%Ak

k

(v) At t = 2.82 sec, rods are completely inserted.

3. 80 % of the 7 energy is absorbed in the moderator, and 20% in the

fuel elements.

4. The delayed /and p powers were assumed to vary as t-0.2
(Wigner-Way formula).

5. Beginning-of-life accidents occur after 105 sec. of operation.

End-of-life accidents occur after infinite operation.

6. During rod insertion, the reactivity was assumed to decrease

linearly with time.

7. The AIREK code was used to compute the variation of neutron flux

with time throughout the accident. Six groups of delayed

neutrons were used for U-235 and another six for the Pu-239 at
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the end-of-life.

8. The energy absorption coefficients for the moderator and the fuel

rod were assumed to be the same. This is almost true, since the

fuel rods are about 80 percent BeO in this case. This means

that the7 power in the moderator is 38 percent of the total

delayed 'andf3 power. For the case of a pure Uo2 fuel element,

the energy absorption in the fuel element is a lot higher than

in the moderator, with the result that the power in the modera-

tor is only 25 percent of the total delayed and (3 power.

The transient neutron equations have been derived in a manner such

that they will be compatable with the static criticality relations used

in nuclear design(l).

As the result of accident analyses, limitations on control rod

withdrawal rates have been determined(l).

THEORETICAL PHYSICS

Thermalization

As a first approximation in the calculation of the effects of

crystalline binding on the spectrum of thermal neutrons in BeO moderator,

a simple Debye spectrum of vibrational levels was assumed for the atoms

in the BeO lattice. A calculation of the inelastic scattering matrix

was performed using the Kryos-III code developed at General Atomic.

The thermal energy range up to 0.7 ev was covered in this calculation

and the full thermal scattering matrix covering energies up to 2 ev

was obtained by the addition of free gas kernels at the higher energy

points. The complete calculation was performed for BeO moderator at

room temperature.

The complete inelastic scattering matrix was then used in a

calculation of the spectrum of thermal neutrons in BeO at three different

BeO to U-235 ratios, oo, 1000 and 500 and compared with similar spectra

calculated using the free gas model at room temperature. Qualitatively,



for BeO/U-235 = co, the spectra, as expected, are identical, since the

equilibrium thermal neutron spectra are Maxwellian at the temperature

of the moderator. With increasing absorption, as represented by the

corresponding lower BeO/U-235 ratios, the spectra calculated using the

crystalline scattering kernels display a greater hardening than the

corresponding gas spectra.

In order to compare the measured spectra with the crystalline

model assumed for BeO, calculations of spectra have been made for

the corresponding poison concenti tions used in the General Atomic

Linear Accelerator experiments. This has involved detailed multi-energy

flux depression and self-shielding corrections to account for the lumping

effect of the boron steel sheets. In addition, the small sizeof the

poisoned BeO stack used in the experiments and the localized nature of

the fast neutron source has necessitated a detailed calculation of the

spatial variation of the thermal neutron spectrum.

Results from the thermalization experiments indicate fairly good

agreement of the analytical model accounting for crystalline effects

in the BeO.

Fermi Age

Preliminary analysis of the Fermi age experiments indicates that

a significant contribution to the activity of the foils at distances

of 25 cm and greater from the fission plate arises from the neutrons

produced by the ( ),n) reaction in beryllium where the gamma rays are

those prompt fission gammas with energies above the 1.6 Mev threshold

for the reaction. The final analysis requires an accurate determination

of the effect of these neutrons on the measured slowing down distributions.

The experimental data on measurement of the Fermi age in BeO have not

yet been fully analyzed. However, the preliminary results indicate good

agreement of the age used in nuclear calculations with the experimental

result.
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(n,2n) Reaction in Be

The major uncertainty remaining in calculations of beryllia

systems is the equivalent fast effect resulting from the (n,2n) reaction

in Be. An evaluation of available information on this reaction is

under way. This study will include use of available experimental data

on beryllia cores contributed by the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.

Since a preliminary experiment to evaluate the feasibility of a

more detailed (n, 2n) investigation is considered worthwhile, steps are

being taken to set up such an experiment at General Atomic.

J. M. Stein, L. Amyot, Neutron Kinetic Equations, General Atomic
Report GAMD-1464, June 1;, 1960.





V. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT (W. P. Wallace)

FUEL MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT (TASK 4) (J. F. Quirk, F. H. Lofftus, J. Furth,
N. Baker, K. Powell)

Ceramic fuel cores with 30 v/o enriched UO2 were fabricated for a

preliminary nuclear mock-up experiment and the planned fuel element

irradiation tests to be conducted at Hanford. About 800 ceramic fuel

core specimens, each 3/8-in. in diameter by 3/8-in. long, were made from

a mixture that was nominally 45.8 w/o Al 203-54.2 w/o U02 (70 v/o A1203
30 v/o Uo2), using 8 per cent enriched U02. These fuel specimens were

sintered for 4 hrs. at 16000 C in hydrogen and had average bulk density

about 94.9 per cent of theoretical. Chemical analysis of the sintered

pellets indicated they contained 51.7 w/o U0 2, instead of the nominal

54.2 w/o U02; isotopic analysis showed the U-235 content was 7.9 0.25

w/o of total uranium. This preliminary experiment indicated the need

for U-235 enrichment of about 4.4 per cent in the BeO-30 v/o UO 2 fuel

cores for the fuel element irradiation test.

Experiments were conducted to assess the effects of sintering temp-

erature, CaO flux additions, and types of starting powders, on the sint-

ered density of BeO-30 v/o UO2 fuel cores. These experiments were run

at sintering temperatures ranging from 1600 to 17000C, with CaO additions

up to 4, w/o, and starting powders of U0 2 or U308 mixed with dead-burned

or low-calcined BeO. Cores of consistently high density, between 95 and

99 per cent of theoretical were obtained with a starting batch of U0 2,

low-calcined BeO, and 1.5 w/o CaO. This mixture was compacted at 10,000

psi and sintered 2 hrs. at 16500 C in hydrogen. This composition and

fabrication process were selected for the preparation of the 800 core

pellets needed for the 19-rod, 15-in. long test element for the Hanford

irradiation test.

REACTOR MATERIALS IRRADIATIONS (TASK 23) (D. E. Johnson, J. M. Tobin)

Irradiations Programs Sponsored at Other Sites

Three irradiation capsules were fabricated by Battelle Memorial

Institute under the terms of previous subcontract. Each capsule contained

two specimens of each of the following materials: (1) 20 v/o Uo 2-80 v/o

BeO, (2) 20 v/o Uo-80 v/o graphite, and (3) 20 v/o UC 2-80 v/o graphite.

Each specimen consisted of four pellets of one of these combinations clad

117
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in Type 316 stainless steel. The capsules have been undergoing irradia-

tion in the Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) since July 26, 1959. One

capsule (MTR-31-3) was discharged from the MTR on May 31, 1960. The

estimated peak burnup limits in this capsule, at the time of discharge,

are 1.66 x 1020 to 2.45 x 1020 fissions /cm3 of fuel pellet (30,400 wY4
dTon U

to 44,800 o U). The peak surface temperature of the clad specimens

during irradiation was approximately 1500 F. This irradiated capsule

(MTR-31-3) has been received at the General Atomic Hot Cell facility

where it will be disassembled and examined. The irradiation of the re-

maining two irradiation capsules in this series is continuing. Capsule

MTR-31-2 is presently scheduled for discharge about August 1, at which

time the peak burnup limits are estimated to be 2.4 x 1020 to 3.0 x 1020

fissions /cm3 of fuel pellet (44,000 U to 56,000 MwJ2 ). Capsule

MTR-31-1 is presently scheduled for discharge about March 1, 1961, at

which time the peak burnup limits are estimated to be 4.76 x 1020 to

6.6 x 1020 fissions /cm3 of fuel pellet (87,300 U to 121,000 Uo '

A fuel irradiation capsule (MGCR-BRR-9) is presently being fabricated

by Battelle Memorial Institute. This capsule is designed for the irradia-

tion of fuel bodies composed of 30 v/o U02-70 v/o BeO. Two fuel specimens

will contain pellets in which the U02 is present in the form of a very

fine dispersion (10 p particles), and two fuel specimens will contain

pellets in which the UO2 is present in 400 p particles. The fuel pellets

will be fabricated at General Atomic. The fuel cladding surface tempera-

ture during irradiation will be 1500 F to 1600F and the surface heat

flux will be 200,000 2 to 250,000 -ft2.

IRRADIATIONS PROGRAMS AT GENERAL ATOMIC (D. E. Johnson, J. M. Tobin,
B. A. Czech, D. Crie, L. Wilkins, and H. Johnson)

The fabrication of the fission gas release capsule (MGCR-5) and its

associated equipment was completed and shipped to Battelle Memorial In-

stitute. This capsule will be used to study the release of the fission

product rare gases through a 0.005-in. thick "A" Nickel cladding during

reactor irradiation at high temperatures. Completion of the experiment

will require approximately four reactor cycles (8 weeks of irradiation).

The diffusion of the fission gas isotopes and their precursors through
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the "A" Nickel cladding will be studied by analyzing the collected gases

for both long-lived and short-lived isotopes. In view of greater interest

in BeO-diluted fuels and Hastelloy X as a cladding, this capsule will be

modified accordingly.

A fuel irradiation capsule (MGCR-h) is being designed for the irra-

diation of 3/8-in. diameter fuel pellets composed of 70 v/o BeO-30 v/o U02

at surface temperatures of 1500 F to 1700 F. The objective of this irra-

diation experiment is to provide information on the performance of the

70 v/o BeO-30 v/o U02 during high-temperature reactor irradiation. The

fuel bodies are being fabricated in the General Atomic Beryllium Facility.

The capsule is designed for controlled temperature operation with a variable

conductivity gas annulus for temperature control.

The post-irradiation examination of the 80 v/o Al203-20 v/o UO2 fuel

irradiation capsule was essentially completed during the quarter. The

estimated burn-up of the fuel is given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Al 2 03 -20 v/o UO 2 (FULLY ENRICHED) IRRADIATION CAPSULE
SPECIMEN DATA

Estimated Average Burn-up

a/o U-235
MwD MwD Fissions
Ton U Tonne U per cm3 pellet

1.0 8,000 8,800 0.435 x 1020

The peak Al20 -UO2 fuel cladding surface temperature during irradiation

was approximately 1500 F, and the fuel surface heat flux was estimated to be

160,000 Btu/(hr.)(ft.) . The capsule was irradiated in the Battelle

Research Reactor for 12 weeks.

Measurements of the clad fuel pin diameters are given in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2

CLAD Al203 - 20 v/o UG2 FUEL PIN DIAMETER CHANGES

Pre-irradiation Post-irradiation Change
diameter (in) diameter (in) (%)

1 0.2681 0.2702 + 0.78

2 0.2682 0.2685 + 0.11

3 0.2682 0.2689 + 0.26

The dimensional data for the individual fuel pellets are noted in

Table 5.3. It is of particular interest to note that the changes in the

dimensions of the pellets within the expected experimental error in making

this type of measurement on irradiated specimens did not occur during

irradiation. A topical report will be prepared on this experiment when

the data on neutron flux monitor wire activity and fuel pellet U-235

isotope analyses have been received.
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Table 5.3

DIMENSIONAL DATA FOR IRRADIATED Al203-20 v/o UO2 FUEL PELLETS

Pre-irradiation Post-irradiation

Pellet Dimensions Dimensions Remarks

No. Length Diameter Length Diameter
(in) (in) (in) (in)

Polished

0.3817

0.4012

0.3905

0.3932

0.4296

0.4003

0.)4053

0.3664

0.3671

0.4105

o.4006

0.3518

0.3714

0.4070

0.4095

0.3987

0.3759

0.3677

0.3902

0.3)28

0.3949

0.3'30

0.3360

All fuel

pellets

ground to

diameters

of 0.246

to 0.247

0.2404

0.2404

0.2404

O.2411.

0.2403

0.378

0.380

broken

0.388

0.393

broken

broken

broken

0.365

broken

0.409

0.397

0.3512

0.3628

0.4061

0.4084

0.2985

0.3712

0.3654

0.3893

0.3418

0.3939

0.3325

0.3366

0.2465

0.2465

0.2465

0.2467

0.2465

0.2465

0.2466

0.2465

0.246

0.2465

0.2465

0.2465

0.246

0.246

0.246

0.246

0.2465

0.2465

0.2405

0.241

0.2416

0.2416

0.2402

0.242

B- 2

B-3

3-5

B- 6

B-10

B-12

B- 13

B-16

B-18

B- 20

B- 22

B- 29

B-31

B-35

B-37

B-40

B-44

B- 45

A-

A-

A-6

A-

A-9

not round

warped
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DEVELOP NON-FUEL MATERIALS FOR THE REACTOR (TASK 24) (J. M. Tobin, D. E.
Johnson, B. Czech, D. Crie, H. Johnson, L. Wilkins)

BeO Irradiations

The pre-irradiation testing of the 1/4-in. diameter BeO specimens was

completed and a report delineating the results was issued.(1)

The BeO moderator irradiation capsule, designated MGCR-l, was installed

in the General Electric Test Reactor (GETR) core central position. During

the installation it was necessary to bend severely the entire conduit lead

tube to fit the narrow core pressure vessel. A leak developed in the Swage-

lok connectors used in the conduit causing the tube and capsule heater to

become filled with water. The leak was not detected until the operators

attempted to pressurize the tube with nitrogen. The capsule was discharged

after 45 min. exposure at 50 kw reactor power. The capsule was not recover-

able because the thermocouple and power leads were cut off. The 39 BeO

samples were sent back to General Atomic where they have been examined and

will be used as the control specimens. Another set of identical specimens

was sent to the GETR as the MGCR-1 capsule for the April 11 start-up. A

flexible stainless-steel conduit will facilitate future installations of

the capsule in the reactor core.

The capsule was inserted a second time and no difficulties were en-

countered during installation. The lead conduit was sheathed against the

water flow with a 2-in. aluminum pipe fastened at the top end, the usual

procedure at the GETR.' Vibrations set-up in the lead conduit sheath caused

a fatigue failure of the second capsule in less than 8 hrs of primary coolant

flow. The capsule was examined and the failure attributed to the vibrations

induced by the turbulence, or from hydraulically applied lateral loads on the

2-in. sheath pipe. The Reynolds number for flow in the GETR core is about

2,000,000.

A redesigned conduit support and sheath facility has been built for use

in accepting a third irradiation capsule in the central core (E-5) position

of the GETR. A hydraulic mock-up for testing in the new facility tube was

constructed and after successful operation of the mock-up under full primary

coolant flow, a third MGCR-1 capsule will be sent for irradiation in July 1960.

(1) F. Lofftus, Pre-Irradiation Evaluation of BeO Specimens for Irradiation
Capsule in GETR, General Atomic Report GAMD-1 12, May 10, 1960.
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A new gas annulus-type temperature-control system has been devised

and tested in a heat transfer mock-up. It will be used in the controlled

temperature irradiation of the 1/2-in. diameter BeO specimens which have

recently arrived. This irradiation is planned for the GETR core or a

similar facility.

DEVELOP 'MATERIALS FOR THE PROPULSION PLANT (TASK 19)(J. Bokros, D. Guggisberg,

and R. Coburn)

Creep, Stress-Rupture and Fatigue of Turbine and Piping Materials

The creep-rupture testing of Inconel 713C in various environments

has been completed. The rupture life versus stress data are presented

in Fig. 5.1. Tests conducted at 1500 F in pure helium (99.999 per cent),

helium contaminated with 7 x 10 3atm air, and air, yield data which fall

in the same scatter band. A limited amount of data were obtained at

1300 - in pure helium and air (Fig. 5.1) and reveal no significant differ-

ence larger than the scatter in the test results. In comparing the data

at 1300 F and 1500 F, it is noted that at 1300 F the specimens tested in

air fall in the weaker part of the rupture life scatter band, whereas at

1500 F the specimens tested in air fall in the stronger part of the

rupture life scatter band. The elongations at rupture varied from 3.0

to 8.1 per cent at 1500 F and from 2.2 to 4.3 per cent at 1300F.

Two 85 w/o Nb-15 w/o Ti alloys are being tested at 1700F and

5600 psi in pure helium (99.999 per cent), and in helium containing 4 x

10-3 atm air + 2 x 10-3 atm. of water vapor. The results obtained to

data are plotted in Fig. 5.2. The specimens tested in pure helium failed

in 366 hrs. with an elongation of 145 per cent; the specimen tested in

helium + 4 x 10-3 atm. air + 2 x 10~ atm. water vapor has been running

for 750 hrs. and shows an elongation of about 11 per cent. These results

indicate that the 85 w/o Nb + 15 w/o Ti in helium containing 4 x 10 atm.

air plus 2 x 10 atm. water vapor is taking up significant amounts of

oxygen and nitrogen and is being strengthened by these. This will ultimately

lead to embrittlement, especially at lower temperatures.

ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION MATERIALS INVESTIGATIONS AND TESTS (TASK 19) (D. W.
Carreau, M. J. Donachie, B. Lund, N. Pompilio, R. Shepheard)
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Creep-rupture Testing

The creep-rupture tests in helium of 1-1/4 Cr-l/2 Mo steel and Type

316 stainless steel were concluded at New England Materials Laboratory.

Results of all tests on the normalized and tempered 1-1/4 Cr--l/2 Mo

steel and on Type 316 stainless steel are shown in Table 5.4 and Fig's.

5.3 and 5.4. The data appear to indicate essentially equivalent rupture

curves for Type 316 stainless steel in air and in helium at 1300F for

a period up to about 5000 hrs. The data for 1-1/4 Cr-l/2 Mo steel at

1000 F indicate similar behavior in air and helium up to approximately

3000 hrs. The creep rupture properties of Type 316 stainless steel in

helium at 1300 F and 1500 F are similar to those of 1-1/4 Cr--1/2 Mo

steel in helium at 1000 F-and 1200 F. Metallographic examination of the

ruptured specimens is underway and upon completion, the results will be

summarized in a separate report.

Tests have been started to determine the effects of welding on the

creep-rupture properties of 1-1/4 Cr-l/2 Mo steel in air. Three speci-

mens loaded at 40,000 psi and 1000 F, with an anticipated rupture time of

about 1000 hrs., have run for approximately 600 hrs. One base-plate

specimen is a standard round tensile bar and the others are of rectangular

cross section, one of which contains a weld.

Similar shorter time specimens will be loaded at 50,000 psi. Test

results will be compared with those made in helium and in air for the base-

plate specimen.

Bi-metallic Seal Weld for the Concentric Duct Heat Barrier

A test program to demonstrate the practicability of welding the thin

Inconel X heat barrier elements to the 1-1/4 Cr--l/2 Mo inner duct has

been completed. Room-temperature tensile and bend-test results indicate

that satisfactory seal welds can be obtained.

Self-welding in Helium at Elevated Temperatures

Specimens composed of different materials are being loaded under

pressure in high-temperature high-purity helium to determine if self-

welding will be a problem in the power plant. The first 1000-hr. test

of 53 specimens at 1300 F has been completed. Materials tested included

D979, W545, 316L, Inco 713C, Inconel X, Stellite No. 1, and Stellite No. 6.

Self-welding occured with many of the specimens and a special jig was
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Table 5.4

CREEP REPTURE TEST RESULTS

1-1/4 Cr-12 Mo Steel Norm-

alized 1750 F, Tempered 11500 F

Time for Rupture (hrs.)

Stress Level (psi) 1000 F (air) 1000 F (He) 1200 F (He)

70,000 8.7

58,000 69.0 19.6

50,000 259.4 402.7

45,000 660.6 554.7

35,000 1049.0

30,000 2162.0

25,000 3039.0 3.6

17,000 30.8

12,000 63.9

10,000 215.1

7,500 586.5

5,000 2457.6

Stress Level (psi) Type 316 Stainless Steel

1300 F (Air)

3.7, 3.1

37.5

522.6

1300F (He)

8.4

47.0

282.7

4947.0

1500 F (He)

10.3

63.0

164.4

537.0

2433.7

25,00

22, 000

20, 000

18, 000

15, 000

14, 000

12, 000

10,000

7,500

6,000

4,o00

- ,
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required to separate them. Joint breaking loads were recorded. Metallo-

graphic examinations of the contact surfaces of all specimens were made

and wherever possible, representative photomacrographs taken. The exam-

ination indicated roughly four categories of surface appearance:

(1) smooth, uniformly textured

(2) very small adhered particles on one surface, with corresponding
pinholes on its mating surface

(3) nonuniform discoloration with no evidence of depth penetration

(4) relatively large adhered pieces on one surface, with corres-

ponding cavities on its mate

Results of mechanical and metallographic examination showed that

poor reproducibility could be obtained in duplicate tests but the results

were qualitatively indicative of the tendency for most of the materials

to self-weld under the test conditions.

Preparations are under way for the second 1000-hr. test. Some of

the promising materials of the first test will be retested along with

1-1/4 Cr--l/2 Mo steel, and Type 316 stainless steel which will be used

in the heat exchanger.

NUCLEAR TANKER STUDY (TASK 21) (A. Kabler, A. McClure)

Plant Control

Methods of controlling the power plant from the ship's bridge have

been delineated. The MGCR plant is well suited to remote control because

of its simplicity and inherent stability. With bridge control, the

officer responsible for maneuvering the ship can have direct control over

the power plant and its two alternative propulsion systems.

Plant Arrangement

The two propulsion systems have been investigated in connection with

the Ship Design Study. The basic propulsion system transmits torque from

the low-pressure turbine through reduction gears to a controllable pitch

propeller. In the alternate propulsion system, the low-pressure turbine

drives a generator which supplies electric power to a propulsion motor

and a fixed blade propeller. For each system a simplified bridge control
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system has been devised which permits the watch officer on the bridge to

have direct control of ship propulsion.

In the controllable pitch propeller scheme a single lever on the

bridge control panel sends proportional signals concurrently to the pro-

peller pitch controller and the low-pressure turbine speed controller.

The propeller pitch and low-pressure turbine speed are programmed so that

maximum propeller pitch (forward or astern) corresponds to maximum low-

pressure turbine speed, and zero propeller pitch corresponds to minimum

low-pressure turbine speed. In this way, the rapidity of maneuvering

control is considerably improved. It is estimated that the time to go

from full ahead thrust to full astern thrust will be approximately 25

seconds.

A single bridge control lever is also used in the electric drive

scheme. In this case, however, a proportional signal is sent to the low-

pressure turbine speed controller only. Since the propulsion motor and

generator are synchronous type units, changing the speed on the turbine

and generator automatically changes the speed of the motor and propeller.

When going from ahead to astern, the low-pressure turbine is controlled at

20 per cent speed while the motor is automatically braked and re-synchronized

in the opposite direction.

The machinery compartment is designed to satisfy the requirements of

merchant ship application. The following items are of particular signifi-

cance:

(1) drainage at various angular conditions

(2) location of shafting

(3) circulating water connections

(4) motions in a seaway

(5) over-all dimensions and weight

The main machinery compartment is arranged to provide for efficient

operation of the gas-cooled reactor and its associated closed-cycle gas-

turbine plant. The containment for this plant is provided by a cylindrical

vessel 30-ft. in diameter and 60-ft. 9-in. long. The working fluid in a

plant of this type has a low stored energy compared with steam or pressur-

ized-water plants; the containment vessel, therefore, need be designed

for only 48 psig. The power turbine shaft is sealed where it penetrates
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the containment, so that no escape of gas from the containment to the

engine room is permitted.

Gear Drive

The rotating machinery, comprising the low-pressure compressor, high-

pressure compressor, high-pressure turbine and low-pressure turbine, is

located fore-and-aft, in line with the reactor. The entire unit is mounted

on a bedplate which in turn is fixed to provide alignment with the main

reduction gear and shaft. A rake of 0.5 in./ft. is necessary to maintain

this alignment. The ship's service generator is coupled through a reduc-

tion gear to the compressor shaft at the forward end of the rotating

machinery. Startup is accomplished by a motor and clutch combination on

the after end of the generator.

The reactor is located forward in the containment and is connected

to the high-pressure turbine by a concentric duct.

Electric Drive

The arrangement of the main machinery compartment is changed slightly

for the electric-drive propulsion system. Basically, all components re-

main in the same relative positions as in the gear-drive arrangement,

with the exception of the rotating machinery. This entire unit has been

moved into a horizontal position, 6-ft. 9 1/2-in. above the containment

centerline, to allow the main propulsion generator to be placed above the

propulsion motor in the after end of the ship. The necessary shaft rake

is accomplished by mounting the main propulsion motor at the required

declivity.



VI. SITE DEVELOPMENT

PRCJTOTYPE SITE DEVELOPMENT (TASK 18) (H. N. Wellhouser, J. D. Messersmith)

A report setting forth the site requirements for the experimental

prototype reactor was issued during this reporting period.(1) Included in

the report are preliminary site layout and building arrangement drawings.

Of special interest is the below-ground installation of the reactor, rota-

ting machinery and power absorber. The below-ground installation will re-

duce over-all building height and take advantage of the soil for natural

shielding.

The report also includes a digest of information gained from visits to

installations considered as potential sites for the MGCR prototype plant.

The facilities, utilities and support equipment are described for each of

the sites visited. Certain of the sites, because of their proximity to

populated areas or high construction costs, were rejected for prototype

plant installation.

Utility requirements of the prototype plant will include 1500 kw of

electrical power and 900 gpm of raw fresh water. However, water require-

ments will vary considerably with water quality. The cooling tower water

make-up is estimated to be 800 gpm and a cooling-water circulation rate of

21,000 gpm is necessary to reject the full thermal output of the reactor.

Major water-cooled heat exchangers are designed for a 25 F temperature rise

on the water side.

Effort is now being directed to the design, construction and testing

of a 10 Mw beryllia reactor experiment (BRE) to be located at National

Reactor Test Site. Site arrangements and utility requirements for this

experiment are being developed. As the design and cycle conditions for the

BRE are developed, appropriate new site layouts and utility requirements

can be considered. They will be incorporated into a detailed design re-

port which will be prepared by an architect-engineering firm in conjunction

with the MGCR project staff.

(1) H. N. Wellhouser, J. D. Messersmith, Site Requirements for the MGCR
Experimental Prototype, General Atomic Report GAMD-1358, April 11, 1960
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